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Editor’s Letter
VOLUME II

WHO YOU LET IN THE DOOR
media is playing. We’ll also look at the
members of the oft-maligned Millennial
generation—do you need a special
approach for recruiting them?

W

e’ve quoted Sam
Walton before as
saying that the most
important decision
managers make is
who they allow in the
door. Recruiting—it’s
every HR manager’s bread and butter,
and, at least to some extent, every HR
manager’s nightmare.
On the positive side, it’s the weighty
responsibility of deciding who has what
it takes to move your organization into
the future; on the negative side, it’s the
weighty responsibility of making sure
you don’t hire that person who is going to cause morale to drop, production
to plunge, and then turn around and
sue you.
As popular speaker Hunter “Please
Sue Me” Lott says, happy people don’t
sue. Putting the right people in the
right jobs is the biggest part of keeping
them happy.
It’s never been an easy task to evaluate applicants, and our digital recruiting
robots don’t offer any guarantees of success. Is social media recruiting the answer?
Should you use that as your major—
or perhaps, your only—technique for
sourcing and evaluating new hires?
In this issue, our Contributing Editor
Jen Carsen examines today’s recruiting
landscape with a focus on the role social

4
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Other articles this month:
• Outsourcing … how far can you take
it? Can you really trust outsiders to do
a great job? A legal job?
• Two HR Innovators—Transamerica
Life Insurance Company and GardaWorld—share how they have made a
difference at their organizations
• Popular speaker and attorney Allison West briefs us on a myth—that
you can never consider “hearsay”
evidence during your investigations
• HR analytics gurus Omesh Saraf and
Sukiran Maity offer some practical
examples of great metrics (check out
the graphic on page 27)
• Whitney Warner shares Secrets of a
Plaintiffs’ Attorney—what common
mistakes are your managers making
that will “make her day”?
• Plus: Keeping Up, Professional Profile, and reports on the interesting
findings of two recent surveys—one
on variable pay and one on leave
policies and practices—that provide
actionable data on best practices
As always, I’d love to know what you
think about this issue, and what you’d
like to see in future issues. Please send
me your thoughts at sbruce@blr.com.
Thanks for reading,
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Keeping Up

Poaching
Problems
Across the Pond

THE SILVER LINING OF
WORKPLACE DISTRACTIONS
While workplace distractions (from noise to smartphones to
social media) have gotten a bad rap lately, maybe they’re not unequivocally bad. According to Matt Straz, founder and CEO of Namely,
workplace distractions can actually be good for the brain.
“Distractions work like a reset button,” says Straz, writing on
entrepreneur.com. “[They] can be helpful, and even improve engagement in the workplace.”
Not all distractions are created equal, of course. Straz notes that
walking has been shown to improve productivity: “Sometimes, there’s
nothing better for the brain than to step away from everything and take
a walk outside.” Taking a nap, celebrating a coworker’s birthday, and
even using mobile apps and looking at cute photos can all be beneficial
distractions that ultimately benefit the workplace, Straz says.
Source link: http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/238025

If you feel as though your best talent is being lured out from under you,
you’re in good company with your
British counterparts.
According to new research conducted
by the UK branch of Adecco, a staffing
and recruiting agency, over half (51%) of
workers have had at least one former colleague attempt to poach them—and 27%
of these attempts were successful. The
percentage of workers reporting a poaching attempt was higher among Londoners (65%) and Gen Y workers (35%).
Nearly half (45%) of surveyed workers perceived that their employer had a
retention problem—a belief that can itself
trigger attrition. Alex Fleming, managing
director of Adecco Retail, says employers
“should consider ways to ensure their
workplace is attractive and engaging
to employees—whether that’s through
effective team building or by adopting a
clearer approach to communication.”
Source link: http://www.adecco.co.uk/en-GB/
news/Pages/top-talent-poached.aspx

SHUTTERSTOCK

Think Employee Feedback Isn’t
Critically Important? Think Again
With everything you have on your plate as a
high-level HR decision maker, it can be easy to let
employee feedback fall by the wayside—especially if
things seem to be humming along well. But this is a big
mistake, according to Officevibe, an employee survey
software company.
A new infographic released by Officevibe, 11 Remarkable Statistics About the Importance of Employee Feedback, contains some compelling numbers that are difficult
for even the busiest HR exec to overlook:
• Ninety-eight percent of employees will fail to be
engaged when managers give little or no feedback.

HRDecisionsMagazine.com

• Sixty-five percent of workers want more feedback
than they’re getting.
• Seventy-five percent of workers say being recognized
motivates them in their job.
• Workers are 30 times more likely to be actively
engaged at work when managers focus on employees’ strengths.
• Sixty-nine percent of employees say they would work
harder if they felt their efforts were better recognized.
Source link: http://www.business2community.com/humanresources/11-remarkable-statistics-importance-employeefeedback-infographic-01030460
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A Smart Training Strategy
Increases Retention and
Reduces Costs

HOW BASF EXECUTED A
SUCCESSFUL REBRAND OF ITS
TOTAL REWARDS PROGRAM

Global security company G4S has 46,000 employees spread across 110 field offices and client
locations, making employee training a logistical
challenge. But the company has found success in
a hybrid approach that combines in-person training with virtual learning, according to Jennifer J.
Salopek, writing on astd.org.
The company’s training solution, G4SIQ, is a
portal consisting of company training materials,
policies and procedures, calendars, sales and marketing collateral, best practice forums, operational
and support tools, and more. It allows employees to
create profiles similar to those found on popular social networks and contains direct links to Salesforce
and the company’s learning management system.
G4S still uses live, instructor-led classroom
delivery for 60 percent of its training programs,
which is important for connecting employees with
the company and its culture, says Carmen Murrell
Randall, G4S’s director of field training services.
The company is clearly doing something right.
In an industry with a turnover rate of more than
100 percent, G4S’s is “only a fraction of that,”
Salopek writes. Additionally, employing distance-learning technology in the company’s leadership training program has already saved more
than $1.7 million in travel costs.

Branding isn’t just for external communications anymore. It’s also a key way for companies to effectively
communicate their unique stories to the people who work
there, according to Jennifer Zanfardino of client-services
strategy group Monaco Lange. Kristin N. Washington,
writing on bna.com, explains how Zanfardino helped
global chemical company BASF Corp. rebrand its total
rewards program—and why.
There was some confusion and dissatisfaction among
BASF’s 17,000 employees about all of the programs the
company had to offer, according to Mollie O’Brien, BASF’s
director of compensation and performance management.
Accordingly, a communications program was launched.
Zanfardino’s priorities for the total rewards brand
included “fostering a personal approach, being flexible
to enable delivery to different workers across different
mediums and creating a brand that was simple and engaging for employees,” Washington writes. The company
also made the HR portal on its website more intuitive and
created a new recruiting form. Additionally, a webinar
about the company that included a live tour of the HR
site was created specifically for new hires.
BASF was extremely pleased with the rebrand. Washington quotes O’Brien as saying it was “truly rewarding
to have someone come in and make the company’s total
rewards brand as beautiful as the programs themselves
actually are.”

Source link: http://www.astd.org/Publications/Magazines/TD/TD

Source link: http://www.bna.com/branding-create-

-Archive/2014/10/BEST-G4S

effective-b17179890631/

A SURPRISING NEW
WORKPLACE PERK:
THE “PRE-CATION”
The paperwork’s been signed, the handshake is in
place, and you’re set to roll: A new employee has officially joined your organization. And the first official order of
business is … a vacation? Yes, that’s right—a few companies are now offering the “pre-cation” as a new employee
perk, writes Harshada Rege on dnaindia.com.
As strange as it sounds, there could be some logic
to it. “Instead of hiring an employee who probably has
had lots on his mind while changing jobs, you now
6
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have a person who has come back from a break,” Rege
writes. Also, it may be less difficult logistically to briefly
manage without an employee, before he or she becomes
enmeshed in one or more ongoing projects.
Rege reports that Jason Freedman, cofounder and
CEO of real estate start-up 42Floors, routinely sends
new hires off on 2-week paid vacations before they start
work: “The number one thing employers need to do if
they want to get the most out of their workers is to get
across that we care about their well-being,” Freedman
says. “When they go home for Thanksgiving, we want
their mom to say they’ve never looked so healthy. That’s
why they stay in the job—and they’ll reward you with
their passion and hustle.”
Source link: http://www.dnaindia.com/lifestyle/report
-you-re-hired-now-go-on-a-vacation-2023940
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APA Employee Recognition
Survey: Show Them the Money
The results of the 2014 Employee
Recognition Survey are in, and the results are clear: Workers want and need
appreciation in various forms, but
money still speaks louder than words.
The survey, conducted by the
American Psychological Association,
polled 882 respondents aged 18 and
older who are employed either fulltime or part-time. Of those surveyed,
just over half (51%) reported feeling
valued by their employer. Thirty-six
percent said they hadn’t received
any form of recognition in the past
year, while under half (47%) said recognition was provided equitably.
What do employees most want
when it comes to recognition at
work? Salary (merit) increases
topped the list, being cited as important by 62% of respondents. Fair monetary compensation came in second,

at 47%, while performance-based
bonuses were third at 43%.
Unfortunately, there’s an apparent mismatch between what employees most want and what their
employers are actually providing.
When polled about the latter, only
39% of employees reported that their
employers were providing merit increases, 19% reported fair monetary
compensation, and 24% reported
performance-based bonuses.
There was good parity, however,
with verbal or written appreciation
from supervisors. This form of recognition was reportedly being provided
at 31% of respondents’ workplaces
and was cited as important by 28%
of respondents.
Source link: http://www.apaexcellence.org/
assets/general/employee-recognitionsurvey-results.pdf

‘WE WANT YOU TO LEAVE,
BUT NOT YET’: AN UNUSUAL
EMPLOYEE RETENTION PLAN
David Barron, writing on chron.com, reports on an unusual type of retention bonus being requested by the Comcast SportsNet Houston (CSN
Houston) network, which is in the middle of bankruptcy proceedings.
While most of the employees at the regional sports network know
they’re being let go, there are concerns about them jumping ship too soon.
Therefore, CSN Houston has asked permission from the bankruptcy judge
to pay out an estimated $992,000 in “retention pay” to keep crucial talent
aboard through the duration of the network’s Chapter 11 process.
The plan involves paying laid-off employees an amount equal to their
wages from the termination date through another fixed date, an additional
2 weeks’ wages on top of that, and reimbursement of Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) premiums for 1 month.
Lawyers for CSN Houston, in their written request to the judge, noted
that the eligible employees possess unique knowledge, skills, and experience, and would be difficult and impractical to replace given the network’s
current state of business operations.

The Obvious
Solution to
Employee Turnover?
Losing good people is the
bane of every business. Could it
be that there’s an obvious solution to the perennial undesirable
problem of employee turnover?
Andre Lavoie, CEO of the
ClearCompany talent alignment
platform, thinks so. Writing on
business2community.com,
Lavoie says there’s a simple way to
turn the tide on employee turnover and retain your best people:
goal alignment.
“The starting point for keeping
your best people around and engaged in the workplace is to focus
on goals,” Lavoie says. “Goals
are the building blocks for your
organization; if your goals aren’t
visible, you’ve built your organization on a shaky foundation …
Aligning your people with overall company objectives allows
your team to stay motivated, understand how their work adds
value, and see what direction
they should be working toward.”
Lavoie says that having a
“murky organizational structure
with hard-to-see goals” is a good
way of encouraging star workers to mentally check out. A focus on goals, on the other hand,
helps connect daily work to the
big projects that move your company forward. “Instead of being
enmeshed in the daily minutiae,
your teams are focused on driving your vision and mission.”
Source link: http://www.business2
community.com/human-resources/
struggling-high-employee-turnover-mightmissing-obvious-solution-01019856

Source link: http://blog.chron.com/sportsupdate/2014/09/csn-houston-wants-to-pay-bonuses-

Keeping Up is compiled by Jennifer
Carsen, JD, a contributing editor of HR
Decisions. jcarsen@gmail.com

to-keep-employees-on-the-job-for-now
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COVER STORY

Recruiting 2015:
While the fundamentals
of recruiting remain
timeless—attracting the
notice of great candidates
and encouraging them
to get in touch with your
organization—there are
now more ways than
ever to go about it.
By Jennifer Carsen, JD
Today’s world is hyperconnected, and smart organizations know how to leverage the power of social media
in creative ways to turbocharge their recruiting efforts
without falling prey to unnecessary distractions.

Twitter: #We’reHiring!

Even if your organization has an active Twitter presence, you may not be using the service as the valuable
recruiting resource it can be.
8
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Many jobseekers subscribe to the Twitter feeds of the
companies they are interested in working for. Still more
jobseekers subscribe to feeds that deliver links to job
posts all day long. Thousands of jobseekers know that
Twitter can be a useful place to look—employers just
need to use their 140 characters in a way that actually
gets seen and gets prospective employees interested in
clicking through to learn more.
Business consultant Bridget Miller offers the following Twitter recruiting tips to get you started:
> When you post a link to a job opening on Twitter, ask
employees to retweet it, which significantly increases
the number of people who will see the post.
> Continually post interesting, insightful, and relevant
information to keep people engaged. Some employers opt to share industry info. Others post information that provides a peek into the culture of the
company, such as photos from company events. This
way, you obtain more followers who will see your job
posts later.
> If there are relevant hashtags for your industry or
for an industry event, use those to gain exposure
when appropriate. (A hashtag is the use of the “#”
symbol at the front of a word or phrase. This allows
the word or phrase to be easily searched for and
tracked, thus increasing visibility of a post when
used properly.)

HRDecisionsMagazine.com

DOUG PONTE

How to Leverage Social Media to
Find the Best Candidates While
Saving Time, Money, and Hassle
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RECRUITING 2015
> Research the common hashtags used for jobs in your
industry or geographic location. If jobseekers are
already using them as a search term, this is another
way to gain exposure.
> Another hashtag tactic is to include “#job” in the
post. Also put a hashtag in front of other terms that
candidates will use to search, such as the position
title (#editor), city name (#Boston), or job function
(#accounting).
> If your organization is large enough, consider creating a separate Twitter feed solely for job postings.
This will allow candidates to follow and monitor
that feed.

blurred the line between personal pursuits and work
life … [Millennials have] an average of 16 co-worker
friends on Facebook.”
Because birds of a feather flock together, these coworkers/Facebook friends will probably be linked
to a lot of other people who could be a great fit for
your organization.
Facebook allows you to create pay-per-click ads that
are highly targeted by geography, interests, and a host
of other factors that enable you to get your job postings
in front of precisely the people you’re most interested
in, at a fraction of the cost of traditional broad-based
advertising.

“IF YOUR ORGANIZATION IS LARGE ENOUGH,
CONSIDER CREATING A SEPARATE TWITTER FEED
SOLELY FOR JOB POSTINGS.”
> Be sure to have dedicated resources to follow up
on all responses received via Twitter. In today’s social media environment, it is assumed that responses will be very quick. Potential applicants may
post questions to you using Twitter, so there should
be someone responsible for monitoring these communications. It’s also important that the company
be seen as Twitter-savvy if you’re going to use the
platform effectively.
> Consider enlisting the help of some of the established
job networks on Twitter. For example, TweetMyJobs has a reputation for being a source of posts to
thousands of jobseekers. By having your job listings
distributed on the TweetMyJobs network, you will
significantly increase your exposure.
> Rather than just putting job posts out there, also consider using Twitter to search for candidates based on
terms that are relevant to the job. In this way, your
recruiting team can reach out to potential candidates
and engage with them directly.

Facebook: Not Just for
‘Friends’ Anymore

While Facebook is still viewed as more of a social online resource than a business-oriented one, there are
good reasons to consider taking your recruiting efforts
there—the biggest of which is sheer volume.
According to Facebook’s own stats, as of September 30, 2014, the service has a staggering 1.35 billion
monthly active users. That’s a lot of potential job applicants! Additionally, as iCIMS’ Hire Expectations
Institute aptly notes, “Social media has increasingly
10 HR Decisions | January • February 2015

What About Pinterest?

Using Pinterest for business may not be the first thing
that comes to mind when you think of this highly visual, crafts-heavy relative newcomer to the social media scene. But with explosive growth and the ability to
drive traffic to your website, Pinterest is certainly a tool
worth considering.
“You can’t just make one board,” notes Strategic Recruiting Manager Kelly Dingee, who leads the research
team at Staffing Advisors. “You need to make sure that
you break up the information so that you’re sharing lots
of different boards with people—lots of different information—so that it’s very, very easy for people to learn
more about your organization in the bite-sized pieces
they want.”
Doing it right takes time, and the interaction must
run both ways. A company can’t just put information
out there and expect others to just consume it without
any further engagement from the organization. Follow,
repin, and engage—don’t just post your own things.
Another important tip is to be sure to link back to all
your other social media sites. Give people as much opportunity as possible to connect with you in other ways.
In other words, think about using the site as a marketer,
and think of how it will be good for the brand. One such
example is that Pinterest can drive traffic to your website.
“When I was learning about Pinterest when I was first
starting to use it, and I realized that part of the purpose
was to drive traffic back to websites—and that Pinterest
actually does a better job at driving traffic back to your
website than Facebook, Twitter, or any other social media
site—it kind of got my attention,” Dingee says.
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While “there’s no business category … there’s no
‘get a job’ category, there’s no ‘jobseekers’ or ‘careers’
or anything like that,” on Pinterest, Dingee points out,
employers can work within the existing parameters to
be findable and appealing to potential new hires. There
are two perspectives to consider: finding potential candidates and showcasing your organization for people
to find.
Finding potential applicants on Pinterest. On Pinterest,
you can use keywords to search and also to tag your
own content so that it is found when others search.
When doing so, think carefully about what keywords to
use and where to put them.
Everything on Pinterest is a picture—so what you’re
finding in search is what someone has typed about a
picture, as a caption or summary. As such, when you
add pictures, what you type about it will determine how
easily someone can find it. Think about what others will
be searching for when you want them to find you.
If you are trying to recruit people with particular
skills or experience, think about creating boards dedicated to that topic. This will allow you to be found by
individuals who are interested in that topic. Soon you

worldwide exchanging information, referrals, recommendations, ideas, and opportunities, so there’s
no denying it’s a force to be reckoned with for HR
professionals—and a key tool in your recruiting toolbox. However, if you don’t know what you’re doing,
you can waste a lot of time and effort spinning your
wheels there.
Fifty percent of Fortune 100 companies use LinkedIn
for hiring, says expert Dan Ryan of Ryan Search and
Consulting in Nashville, Tennessee—and you should
be using it, too. “It’s the largest ‘business-focused’ social networking site,” Ryan notes, and “more than 80
percent of [LinkedIn users] are decision makers. The
people you want to hire are surely there.”
The search function on LinkedIn is particularly helpful, Ryan says, and it’s how most employers will use
LinkedIn for recruiting. This tool allows employers
to search on keywords (for example, a programming
language), or by name, organization, industry, school,
and seniority level (manager, owner, VP, director, entry,
students, etc.). In addition, you may search by LinkedIn
terms for first-level connections, second-level connections, or all users.

“BE SURE TO LINK BACK TO ALL YOUR OTHER
SOCIAL MEDIA SITES.”
will have people following those boards who already
have an interest in that topic and possibly experience—
these people are potential job candidates.
Showcasing your organization on Pinterest. Separately, you can use Pinterest as a recruiting tool by showcasing what it’s like to work at your organization and
even how to apply and open jobs. For example, you
could create Pinterest boards about:
> Joining your team (how to apply)
> What perks there are to working for your company
> Job search tips, such as how to network or how to
prepare for an interview
> Your company’s departments
> Your employees’ LinkedIn pages—complete with
links to those pages (if you’re comfortable with that)
> The company blog
> Current events or news about your organization
> Job listings

Recruiting on LinkedIn, the ‘Official’
Workplace Social Media Hub

Are you recruiting on LinkedIn yet? As of May 2014,
the site claims to have over 300 million members
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You can also check by ZIP code or area, indicating
how large a mile radius you want to include, Ryan
notes. You can also use Boolean search terms if you are
familiar with that system.
Although LinkedIn searching is available for free,
LinkedIn’s paid plans allow you to send a certain number of “InMail” messages to anyone on LinkedIn—not
just your own contacts. You also get expanded search
filters and the ability to see who has recently viewed
your profile.
Another great feature of LinkedIn is groups, Ryan
says. There are groups for almost any imaginable type
of job, he notes, and they are a good way to reach specific types of people. They often allow you to reach people
who are not actively looking for new jobs.
If there’s no group for your specialized needs, create
a group, Ryan says. He had one specialty that he was
recruiting for that didn’t have a group, so he started
a group. It now has 1,500 members. (Groups of fewer
than 1,000 are usually not too helpful for recruiting,
Ryan advises.) Additionally, while LinkedIn charges
a fee for job postings, there’s no fee if you post your
opening through a group.
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RECRUITING 2015
Smile! You’re on Instagram

Perhaps even more than Pinterest, Instagram has traditionally been viewed as a “fun” social media platform with few if any business applications. But that’s
starting to change in a big way. Especially if you’re

Accordingly, you need to invest time and effort in making sure your organization has an active, professional
presence on all of the major social networking sites—
even if you’re not looking to fill any positions right at
the moment.

“YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS ARE AN EXTENSION
OF YOUR COMPANY BRAND.”
looking to attract young, tech-savvy workers, Instagram may be exactly where you want to be with your
recruiting efforts.
Veronica Segovia, until recently the employer brand
manager at PR software company Vocus, used Instagram as an opportunity to “make contact with passive
candidates, to show them that Vocus is a cool, young,
fun company,” she says, quoted on the RIVS blog. “Our
original goal with Instagram was to attract entry-level
sales talent of about 21–30 years of age.”
Digital marketing agency HelloWorld actually used
Instagram to extend a full-time marketing coordinator
position to plugged-in applicant Samantha Bankey,
who saw the social media posting and accepted within
minutes, according to Erin Osterhaus, writing on newtalent-times.softwareadvice.com.
“If your company is seeking young professionals
who are social-media savvy, you already employ a social media recruiting strategy, and you happen to be in
an industry that uses social media as a business tool,
Instagram could very well help you find your next crop
of new hires,” Osterhaus writes.

Social Media Sourcing: An Important Caveat

Take care when you perform social media sourcing
that you don’t come across as creepy to job candidates,
warns Dingee. You don’t want to come across as a stalker! The people you contact are going to want to know
how you found them and how you know they can
effectively perform XYZ tasks.
Maintain transparency, advises Dingee. Explain how
you found them. “You’re not hacking; you’re searching the Internet for publicly available information,”
she says.

Remember That Social Media Works Both Ways

Social media is a great tool for finding exciting new job
candidates, but it’s equally important to remember that
job candidates are using social media to find you, too.
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Your social media accounts are an extension of your
company brand. Be sure that all of your company
profiles are professional and convey the image you’re
looking to project—both in the look and in the content.
Any messaging should be consistent with the company values and strategy, as candidates will be looking
at the account (among other sources) to gain a sense of
the organization.
Additionally, it goes without saying that you should
have, and enforce, a comprehensive social media policy
at your workplace that clearly delineates what employees may say, and not say, about your organization on social media channels. Striking the right balance between
professionalism and employees’ rights to express themselves can be legally challenging, so it’s a good idea to
have a local employment lawyer review your social media
policy on a regular basis—at least once a year.
Source links:

>http://hrdailyadvisor.blr.com/2014/11/11/using-twitter-for-recruiting-worth-theeffort

>http://newsroom.fb.com/company-info
>http://www.icims.com/hire-expectations-institute/for-employers/whitepaper_
the-value-of-recruiting-on-facebook-part-2

>http://hrdailyadvisor.blr.com/2013/10/09/are-you-using-pinterest-for-business
>http://hrdailyadvisor.blr.com/2013/10/10/can-you-use-pinterest-for-recruiting
>http://hrdailyadvisor.blr.com/2012/04/24/recruiting-on-linkedin-using-your-network-to-your-advantage

>http://hrdailyadvisor.blr.com/2011/11/08/yes-you-can-recruit-on-linkedin
>http://blog.linkedin.com/2014/05/01/linkedins-q1-2014-earnings
> http://hrdailyadvisor.blr.com/2013/05/06/social-media-sourcing-don-tbe-creepy

>http://blog.rivs.com/2013/04/recruiting-talent-on-instagram
>http://new-talent-times.softwareadvice.com/should-you-use-instagram-to-recruit-0314

Jennifer Carsen, JD, is a contributing editor of HR Decisions.
jcarsen@gmail.com
Reprint: HRD_0215-2
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Strategy
Top Global Talent Priorities
Bersin’s research shows the following top talent priorities:

TALENT
MANAGEMENT—
IT’S NOT JUST FOR
HOLLYWOOD ANYMORE
Superstars can be found in every organization.
Are you retaining your best talent?

T

By Stephen D. Bruce, PhD, PHR

“

alent management? Isn’t that for Hollywood?” asks Josh Bersin, speaking at the HR
Tech conference held recently in Las Vegas.
Bersin, a highly respected consultant who is
principal and founder of Bersin by Deloitte,
Deloitte Consulting, offered his research and
tips for succeeding with the new talent agenda.
Most of HR is designed for long-term employment,
he says, but the recession, coupled with the ages of employees, leads to a much more mobile workforce, and
that’s a really critical issue for 2015.

Priority

Percent of
respondents rating
“Urgent” or
“Important”

Leadership Gaps

89%

Retention & Engagement

78%

Reskilling HR

78%

Talent Acquisition & Access

75%

Workforce Capabilities

75%

Talent & HR Analytics

74%

Globalized HR & Talent Management

71%

Integrated HR Technology

70%

Reinvent L&D

69%

Fix Performance Management

67%

The Overwhelmed Employee

62%

Diversity & Inclusion

60%

We used to look at these priorities as separate silos,
says Bersin:
• Learning and Development
• Sourcing and Recruiting
• Performance Management
• Leadership Development
• Succession Planning
• Workforce Planning
• Compensation and Benefits
We realized that an integrated approach was needed,
says Bersin, but the old idea of integrated talent management didn’t work, for four main reasons:
• Slow response to changing business needs
> Inability to identify current and future talent gaps
> Hiring strategy and development planning not in sync
> No clear picture of future “talent profile”
> Leadership pipelines in jeopardy

Talent acquisition is the most important challenge of all, says Bersin. He offers the following 12 practices that will
lead to success in talent acquisition:
> Hiring Manager Relationships
> Social Media Campaign
> Assessment Against Requirements
> Candidate Pool Development
> Recruiter Training
> Governance & Decision Making
> Employment Branding
> Employee Referral Program
> TA Program Management
> Optimized TA Technology
> Diverse Candidate Slates
> Reporting & Analytics
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Top 12 Practices in Talent Acquisition

• Disconnected decision making
> Data and processes not integrated
> Talent not shared across business units
> Learning plans not linked to
assessments and skills gaps in
current talent pool
> Lack of visibility into talent gaps
• Not responsive to employee
demands
> Career development wanted
> Defined career paths and competencies not clear and consistent
> Talent mobility difficult during
change
> Managers still the weakest link
in organizational performance
• Administratively intensive
> Repetitive data entry
> High volume of manual work to
complete HR review processes
> Difficult to obtain executive-level talent information
> Hard to plan for the future
Today, everything touches everything. We need a holistic view, says
Bersin, who offers the below chart to
help HR managers envision this new
approach. If you have the right people,
and you master the central point—
driving engagement and retention—
your problems go away, he says.

“TODAY, EVERYTHING
TOUCHES EVERYTHING. WE NEED A
HOLISTIC VIEW.”
What Difference Does It Make?

Bersin’s research found that Level
4 organizations are 2.6 times more
likely to perform higher than organizations at Level 1 across all talent
acquisition performance drivers.
The top three drivers of talent acquisition maturity are:
1. Building strong relationships
with hiring managers. You have
to coach your line managers and
give them tools.
2. Cultivating pools of potential
candidates long before hire.
“Bring them into your ecosphere,” Bersin says, as Zappos
is famously doing now.
3. Driving the employment brand.

Companies with Soul

Deloitte has found that companies
with “soul” do better than com-

Talent Acquisition Maturity Model
Bersin’s model posits four levels of talent acquisition maturity, with Level 4 being
the most advanced.
Level
Level 4

Description
Optimized Talent Acquisition Strategic enabler of the
business. Successful social media campaign. Recruiter
training builds strategic capabilities. Ability to predict
external forces and remain agile.

% at that level
13%

Level 3

Integrated Talent Acquisition Strong employment brand.
Active pipeline of candidates. Robust TA programs
(e.g., diversity, alumni, employee referral). Investment in new
talent acquisition products and services.

23%

Level 2

Standardized Operational Recruiting Effective
assessment of candidates against job requirements. Begin
to establish strong relationships with hiring managers. Some
link to workforce planning. Standard interview documents.

29%

Level 1

Reactive Tactical Recruiting Recruiters are “order takers”; 35%
posting of positions on an as-needed basis. Minimal hiring
compliance standards met; no real processes defined. No
strategic focus on candidate experience.
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panies without, eight times higher
than the S&P 400. (Bersin calls such
firms “Firms of Endearment,” after
a book of the same name written by
Raj Sisodia, Jag Sheth, and David B.
Wolfe.) Employees want to be part of
something bigger.
Companies with “soul” experience:
• Much higher engagement and retention
• Better customer service
• Long-term profitability

Rethinking Engagement

Glassdoor data are startling, says
Bersin.
Senior leadership gets a rating of
2.8 out of 5. And only 54% would
recommend their employer. (Of
course, it’s not totally surprising
that Glassdoor comments are negative, Bersin points out.)
To try to improve this situation,
Bersin has developed the Simply
Irresistible Organization®. It has
five major facets: meaningful work,
great management, fantastic environment, growth opportunity, and
trust in leadership.

Is Software the Answer?

Some people preach that software is
the answer to HR’s problems. Bersin
asked his audience how many have
transformed their companies with
software. Not one hand went up.

Performance Management

Ninety-two percent of companies
don’t think their performance management process is worth the time
they are spending on it—they find
it complex, burdensome, and not
doing what it is supposed to do.

Recognition Drives Retention

Bersin has seen a 31 percent reduction
in voluntary turnover between companies that rate Poor in recognition
and those that rate Excellent.
Stephen D. Bruce, PhD, PHR, is the managing
editor of HR Decisions. sbruce@blr.com
Reprint: HRD_0215-3
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STRATEGY

Outsourcing has the power to immensely help—
or disastrously hinder—your company’s goals.
Make sure you use it wisely.

F

By Stephen D. Bruce, PhD, PHR

rom payroll issues to retirement plans, employers must navigate complex legal technicalities
to stay compliant with
ever-changing laws. For
many small- to mid-sized
businesses, this can be a heavy
burden to bear.
More and more companies are
opting to outsource tasks, roles,
and even whole departments.
This can have many advantages,
such as:
• Saving money. For example,
savings could be made from reducing staff or negotiating better
healthcare rates;
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• Helping the organization balance
an uneven workload by using
contingency workers only when
needed;
• Reducing legal risks if the outsourcing company has better
track of changing and complex
compliance requirements;
• Utilizing specialized expertise
from outside the organization on
an as-needed basis;
• Gaining access to specialized
data or tools used by contractors
or vendors without the up-front
investment; and
• Staying focused on core competencies while still getting all functions completed competently.

An Attractive Solution, But …

With these advantages, it’s easy to
see why more and more organizations are opting to outsource. But
there are pitfalls, too. Here’s a list of
some potential outsourcing pitfalls
to try to avoid or minimize:
• Loss of control over output. Since
the outsourcer is providing a good
or service using their own processes, this could mean less control over the results. This, in turn,
could result in quality issues, and
if the outsourcer uses inferior processes or materials, you could still
be liable for the product quality or
any problems.
• Loss of control of delivery timing.
It may seem obvious, but a major
concern is that timelines might
not be met, even if agreed on in
advance. This can have ripple effects throughout the organization
or to your customers.
• Unforeseen costs. These can occur for a number of reasons. For
example, if the contract is vague,
the outsourcer may charge for all
extras that weren’t specifically
delineated. Even if the contract
covers everything, be sure to read
the fine print to know what to expect at every step of the invoicing
process. Also, be sure the contract
notes who will be responsible
for costs associated with delays,
problems, or legal issues.
• Communication problems. This
is especially a risk since many
outsourcers are contracted remotely. Cultural differences can
play a role as well—both local
cultural differences and organizational cultural differences.
• Less secure data. This can occur in
a number of ways. For example:
> There is less control over confidentiality, even with confidentiality agreements, since you will
not have access to the outsourcer’s systems and safeguards.
> Adding third parties means
more potential access points for
a data breach.
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OUTSOURCING: THE PROMISE
AND THE PITFALLS

HR.BLR.com®

is the leading online management
information resource for Human
Resources professionals.

What HR professionals say
about HR.BLR.com

HR.BLR.com is your single-source tool for state and federal
employment law compliance answers, ready-to-use policies,
sample job descriptions, employee training tools, and so much
more.
Updated daily, HR.BLR.com now includes reliable salary data
for national, state and metro areas! You get access to current
information on thousands of job titles and hundreds
of industries.
This easy-to-use online service includes all these features:
• State-specific HR
regulatory analysis

• Have a question — get an
instant answer

• 1,000 work-saving tools

• Job Description Manager

• Salary data on thousands
of jobs

• Newsletter Wizard
• Daily updates

• White papers & featured
articles

Visit hrsolutions.blr.com/decisions
or call 800-727-5257 to try risk-free.

“We are very pleased
with HR.BLR.com. It is full
of information that is an
enormous help to HR and
management.”
- Janice Dettman,
A Plus Home Health Care

“Love it and learn more
features all the time that we
can use. Thank you.”
- Kimberly Enebo,
Avera McKennan
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> Information could be forward-

•

•

•

•

ed or made public without your
knowledge.
Their problem becomes your
problem. And you might not
know it right away. This concern
is actually quite broad. Any problem incurred at the outsourcing
organization—no matter how
big or how small—has the potential to affect your business
operations. For example, if the
company or individual you’re
using runs into problems that
affect their ability to deliver on
time, you may not be aware of
them until it’s too late to meet
your own deadlines. Here are
just a few examples of outsourcer
problems that may become your
problem:
> The outsourced company probably has many clients and might
be behind schedule—and may
or may not inform you quickly.
> Individuals assigned to a task
might fall ill, and you don’t
know they’re not working for X
days or weeks.
> The outsourcer may even go
out of business unexpectedly,
leaving you hanging.
> If their company cuts corners
(unbeknownst to you) or does
anything illegal or untoward,
your company can become
“guilty by association” if a
problem becomes public.
Internal employees may be resentful. This is especially true
if functions are outsourced that
were previously done internally
and, even worse, if the output is
inferior in any way to the output
formerly created internally.
Internal employees may be
scared. Outsourcing might lead
to increased employee turnover
if workers assume their own
roles may not be stable.
Compliance requirements may
not be met. Typically, your organization is responsible for
meeting its legal obligations, for
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example, regarding wage and hour,
discrimination, and so on, even if
a function has been outsourced.

“HAVE CONTINGENCY
PLANS IN PLACE IN
THE EVENT THAT
EXPECTATIONS ARE
NOT MET.”
Combating the Pitfalls
of Outsourcing

As this list of pitfalls is quite extensive, it pays to be careful when opting to outsource. Following the suggestions below will help ensure that
you get all the advantages of outsourcing without all the problems.
• Have a defined process for choosing the best provider. Before you
begin searching for a provider,
clarify what services you want,
what your expectations are, what
your budget is, and how you will
evaluate providers.
• Fully analyze the provider’s capabilities in advance. You need
to be sure from the outset that
they can deliver what you need.
Talk to current users.
• Plan carefully. Make sure both
sides are in complete agreement
about the expectations, timing,
and processes. At the same time,
have realistic expectations.
• Provide plenty of information.
You want your expectations well
understood from the outset. You
don’t want to hear later, “Oh, we
had no idea there were so many
records; we didn’t know you
needed that kind of report.”
• Ensure that the contract covers
contingencies. Don’t leave important items to chance. Exact wording
of the contract is important.
• Maintain separate contingency
plans. Separately, have contingency plans in place in the event

that expectations are not met.
What’s the downside of the outsourcer not coming through? Are
you shut down, or is there just a
delay in getting what you need?
• Communicate frequently with
your outsourcer. Be sure everything is on target. Set milestones,
if appropriate, so that major
problems are discovered quickly
and can be addressed. Frequently
communicate internally as well
in order to manage expectations.
• Evaluate. Establish your criteria
and measuring schedule for ensuring that your goals are being met.

Considerations for Outsourcing

In a BLR® webinar titled “HR Outsourcing and Offshoring: How to
Manage the Legal, Operational
and Ethical Issues of Third-Party
HR,” Robin M. Throckmorton, MA,
SHPR, president at Strategic Human Resources, Inc., in Cincinnati,
Ohio, offered some insights about
outsourcing HR functions. Below
are some potential considerations:
• Facing the dilemma of costs vs.
service.
• Recognizing when technology
becomes too costly.
• Seeing the need to focus on HR
strategy rather than nuts and bolts.
• The opportunity to access outside expertise.
• The business case for outsourcing becomes apparent.
• You have special needs that can’t
be met internally.
In addition, says Throckmorton,
ask yourself:
• Is a given HR function one of
your core competencies?
• Is what you are offering internally “best in its class”?
• Does your internal operation maximize service levels and efficiencies while minimizing costs?
Stephen D. Bruce, PhD, PHR, is the managing
editor of HR Decisions. sbruce@blr.com
Reprint: HRD_0215-4
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Innovators

A team of workers at Transamerica Life
Insurance Company has saved their
organization substantial time and money
with a restructuring of the management
of visas for their many foreign workers.
Contributed by Jill Handley,
Associate General Counsel
of Transamerica in Cedar Rapids
20 HR Decisions | January • February 2015
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What Was the Problem?

Multiple business units of Transamerica in different
locations around the United States recruited actuaries
from all over the world. Actuaries are critical in many
aspects of the insurance business. Another profession
for which the company heavily recruits foreign nationals is information technology. In an insurance company,
the computer is analogous to the production line in a
manufacturing setting.
The company sponsored employees for nonimmigrant and immigrant visas. Numerous law firms drafted and filed the required papers. Some of the firms had
no real immigration expertise. Filing deadlines for renewals were missed. Foreign national employees were
dissatisfied with the process and were distracted from
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TRANSAMERICA
LIFE’S TIGM TEAM
TRANSFORMS VISA
MANAGEMENT

he Transamerica Immigration and Global
Mobility (TIGM) team (consisting of Vickie Vlasek, Michelle Meyer, Tammy Davey,
Cindy Fenton, Ashley Thompson, and Marilyn
McConkey) set out to fix the challenge of
managing visas corporatewide.

The Labor Department says almost 70% of
employers aren’t in compliance with wage and hour
laws. Here’s how to make sure you’re in the clear!
Fair Labor Standards Act compliance is confusing and challenging for even the most
savvy HR practitioner. For answers to your toughest wage & hour questions, turn to
two management resources that put YOU in control of pay practice challenges and
help you uncover policy pitfalls before an aggressive attorney does it for you!

Wage & Hour Compliance
Detailed guidance on how to comply with
federal wage & hour laws and solutions
to the most complicated pay practice
scenarios.

Wage & Hour Self-Audit Guide
Determine employee classification risks,
regardless of industry or employer type,
with step-by-step clarity and confidence.

TRY RISK-FREE
FOR 30 DAYS!

Your comprehensive management information service delivers
fast answers on ALL aspects of payroll management including:
Overview of FLSA Requirements

Calculating Overtime

To Whom Does the FLSA Apply?

FLSA Exemptions

Child Labor Provisions

White Collar Exemptions

Minimum Wage

Payment on a Salaried Basis

Overtime Basics

Enforcement, Litigation, and Recordkeeping

Work Time Issues

and more...
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Try the Manual, the Guide, or both risk-free for 30 days!
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How Did the Innovation
Come to Be?

In early 2005, Vickie Vlasek noted
that the company’s visa process
was dispersed and disjointed. She
raised the issues with her manager
and presented her proposed solution: Centralize the immigration
services provided to foreign nationals to ensure the law firms with the
right expertise were engaged. Centralization would, she believed:
• Ensure that each foreign national’s specific renewal deadlines
were calendared,
• Allow minor matters to be handled internally, and
• Ensure that communication
between the foreign national,
human resources, and the relevant managers flowed smoothly.
While Vickie had expertise in
employment compliance issues, she
had to educate herself on every facet
of immigration law in order to map
processes that would result in better
experiences for foreign nationals,
enhance efficiencies, and reduce
costs. In April 2005, the announcement was made that Vickie was
available to coordinate immigration
matters. By the end of 2005, every
business unit had taken advantage
of her offer in some way, large or
small. By 2006, Vickie became the
funnel point for 90% of all immigration matters in the company. There
was no doubt she had accurately
identified a need.
Much of Vickie’s initial business
came from those who were experiencing difficulties. Vickie’s reputation as a trouble-shooter for intractable immigration situations quickly
spread. Soon she was drafting routine papers for outside legal review,
saving about $250,000 per year. By
working on a large number of immigration matters, she recognized the
law firms that were the most skillful
22 HR Decisions | January • February 2015

and began convergence of the legal
work to a few trusted firms.
Because Transamerica is owned
by the Dutch insurance giant Aegon NV, many employees of the
parent company come to work for
a year or 2 in the U.S. operations.
Vickie determined that the visa
aspects of this situation could be
more readily handled if the company obtained a blanket L visa, which
is available only where affiliated
companies share employees. Receiving the L visa made relocating
workers between country units
faster and easier.
By 2008, in addition to preparing
routine requests internally, Vickie
began preparing most nonimmigrant visas internally for review by
outside counsel. The consolidation
of immigration processes had been
so successful that it was determined
a full-time paralegal with immigration experience was needed to
handle the volume. In late 2008, Michelle Meyer was recruited to take
the lion’s share of the work. Michelle’s background was supporting
the recruitment of physicians from
other countries; her knowledge of
the application processes for professionals and the variety of situations
she had worked on brought new
ideas and value to the process.

“NO BUSINESS UNIT
HAD THE EXPERTISE TO
MANAGE THE [VISA]
PROCESS.”
Michelle’s in-depth knowledge
of the truly outstanding immigration firms in the United States led
to conducting an RFP (Request for
Proposal) for immigration counsel.
From the firms that competed for the
company’s business, two were chosen; one was chosen for its expertise

in streamlining processes, and the
other was chosen for its creativity
in fashioning cutting-edge solutions
in the immigration arena. With the
help of Transamerica’s procurement
department, fee arrangements were
struck that lowered outside counsel
cost by as much as 50%, depending
on the process.

Introduction of LawLogix™

As part of the process enhancements
that Vickie and Michelle continually
sought out, the company purchased
LawLogix™ immigration case-management software. This software
permitted a foreign national’s entire
immigration file to be electronic.
The foreign national, the relevant
manager, the relevant recruiter/HR
manager, and TIGM could review
the status of any matter at any time.
Common filings could be assembled electronically from templates,
using images of frequently used
documents, to reduce the number of
times a foreign national would need
to provide the TIGM team with, for
instance, his/her passport. All filed
documents are stored in the system.
Any expiration of work authorization is calendared in LawLogix.

Use of Brainshark™

Tutoring all the stakeholders on a
new system was a project in and of
itself. LawLogix had been chosen
with a number of different end users in mind, so it was fairly, but not
completely, intuitive. Plus, there
was a constant stream of new users who needed to be introduced to
the system. The TIGM team used a
type of CBT presentation software,
Brainshark™, which permitted the
training to be accessed on demand,
24/7, as many times as the users
needed. Brainshark permitted the
TIGM team to create the substance
of the training so that it was tailored
to the company’s specific processes.
In addition to systems training, the
TIGM team hosted a quarterly call for
HR stakeholders to discuss the impact
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their work. No business unit had
the expertise to manage the process.

of new immigration regulations, creative ways to approach problems, and
answer questions. The TIGM team
also made countless presentations
in person and by webinar to constituents. It also brought in the counsel
retained through the RFP process to
make presentations at no cost.
Michelle next brought the preparation of immigrant visas inside. The
cost savings resulting is about $2,500
per petition. Again, foreign nationals
enjoy the convenience of having an internal resource, or a concierge, to help
them navigate through the process.

Implementation of TALX™

The TIGM team built such momentum that it began to address issues
other than those posed by in-bound
immigration situations. Another
area of compliance addressed was
the timely, accurate completion of
I-9 forms. Various ways to improve
that process were investigated by
the TIGM team, leading to the purchase of TALX™ software. The software prompts made it nearly impossible to create an I-9 with an error
in it. It also provided exemplars of
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documents that were uncommon, so
that HR would have a better frame
of reference from which to judge the
authenticity of documents. Best of
all, much of the I-9 process could be
completed online by a prospective
employee before the first day of employment, reducing the amount of
time spent on the employee’s first
day completing forms by hand.
TALX further eliminated work
for human resources staffers, who
no longer had to file paper I-9s, and,
should the company’s I-9s ever be
audited, they will be easy to pull for
review. An interface was built between the company’s HRIS (Human
Resource Information System) and
TALX so that if a new employee was
entered in the payroll system, there
was an automatic check to ensure an
I-9 also existed for that individual.
TALX automatically purges information based on the legal requirements
and the company’s record retention
policy. Finally, TALX made the transition to federal E-Verify painless,
because TALX was automatically
configured to upload the information needed for the E-Verify system.

Integration of the Business Visa
Matrix into Existing
Travel Processes

After conquering in-bound immigration and the I-9 process, the
TIGM team confronted another immigration-related issue involving
outbound travelers. The amount
of business travel from the United
States to other countries had mushroomed, particularly to those countries in which new insurance operations or joint ventures were begun.
Company employees in a variety of
occupations, from sales and marketing to mergers and acquisitions to
internal auditors and others, were on
the road. Visa requirements for other countries are normally role-based;
that is, the need for a visa or work
authorization is based on the task
the employee is there to accomplish.
Visa requirements could vary for the
same individual depending on the
purpose of a particular trip. Add to
that the complication of different visa
requirements for different countries,
and the number of permutations
and combinations is dizzying. Furthermore, some countries take the
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I N N O VAT O R S
position that a foreign business with
a “presence” in its jurisdiction makes
all of its income taxable (whether
earned in that country or elsewhere);
the correct visa becomes an important piece of evidence against any attempt to establish “presence.”
To ensure that all the company’s
business travelers were entering other countries and performing their job
duties lawfully (and without unintended tax consequences), the company purchased the Business Visa
Matrix (BVM) service. (The BVM
is an electronic service provided
through the law firm Fragomen, Del
Rey, Bernsen & Loewy.) At the time
an administrative assistant books the
traveler’s ticket through the company’s travel vendor, a few questions
must be answered about the purpose
of the trip. Based on the traveler’s
citizenship and the country to which
he or she is traveling, the need for a
visa is flagged early in the process.
If no visa is needed, the process of
booking a ticket continues. If a visa
is needed, or if the situation needs
clarification, the issue is raised with
the TIGM team for resolution. Failure to obtain the correct visa or work
authorization can have disastrous
consequences for the traveler and the
company, but that risk has now been
mitigated in an automated fashion.
In order to implement the BVM,
in June 2012 two colleagues in employment compliance pitched in:
Cindy Fenton and Tammy Davey.
By March 2013, the demand for
services was so great that Tammy became a full-time dedicated
resource. Cindy was instrumental to the prompt response to new
users’ questions in the first quarter of its use, and although Tammy now handles the BVM herself,
Cindy can stand in as a back-up
when needed.

Sharepoint Information Center

Another piece of technology the
TIGM team makes use of is Sharepoint™. The TIGM site is an easy way
24 HR Decisions | January • February 2015

for stakeholders to access a wealth of
information about immigration compliance, leveraging the knowledge of
TIGM team professionals.

Unsung Heroines

Marilyn McConkey is the Corporate Law Department’s technology
professional and did much heavy
lifting during the selection and implementation of each piece of software/SaaS (Software as a Service).
Ashley Thompson is the administrative assistant for the TIGM
team and is conversant with all the
software/SaaS used by it.

Costs and Benefits

The total cost of these three
game-changing pieces of software/
SaaS (LawLogix, TALX, and BVM)
was approximately $21,000. While
no estimate of the time saved by
all stakeholders has been made,
the major benefits of adopting this
technology are as follows:
• Foreign national satisfaction with
the company’s approach to the
sponsorship process to the point
that it has become a recruiting tool
• Less business disruption throughout the sponsorship process
• Cost savings by leveraging buying
power across the company
• Reduced threat of fines or penalties for incorrect or missing I-9
forms
• Reduced threat of fraudulent
use of Social Security numbers
through easy use of E-Verify
• In-house preparation of many of
the key documents in the nonimmigrant and immigrant processes,
saving money and providing more
personalized service
• Met increased business travel to a
number of countries with an efficient, integrated process for determining need for visa or work authorization
• Reduced risk of human error
• Improved
record
retention
practices

• Reduced risk of unintended tax
consequences as a result of business travel
The modest cost of the software
scales up and down nicely (both
LawLogix and BVM are seat-driven).
Transamerica has about 12,000 employees, but the number of employees is not as relevant as the number
of foreign nationals or the number/
frequency of international travelers
and their roles. Transamerica is home
to 160 foreign nationals; their needs
are, for the most part, met internally,
which would not be possible for one
person to do without the LawLogix
tool. Last year, the BVM triaged 850
international trips; again, this would
not have been possible for a single
person to manage without the tool.

“FOREIGN NATIONAL
SATISFACTION WITH THE
COMPANY’S APPROACH
TO THE SPONSORSHIP
PROCESS [IS] SUCH THAT
IT HAS BECOME A
RECRUITING TOOL.”
The TIGM team’s use of technology is the perfect embodiment
of Transamerica’s three core values:
Working Together, Bringing Clarity, and Exceeding Expectations. No
matter what a company prides itself
in, adoption of any one of these pieces of software is bound to save time
and money, and also better meet
stakeholder needs.
The companies of Transamerica offer a
wide array of innovative financial services
and products with a common purpose:
to help individuals, families, and businesses
build, protect, and preserve their
hard-earned assets.
Reprint: HRD_0215-5
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GARDAWORLD‘S NEW
COMPLIANCE HUB
ELIMINATES BOTTLENECKS

when they were in need of applicable information. During training,
she demonstrated the links, forms,
and documents, as well as instructed participants how to upload information for licensing compliance.

As an armored transportation company with armed guards,
GardaWorld Cash Management Services is heavily regulated
by a number of agencies and legislative requirements. Now
it’s all consolidated and trackable.

As of today, Ms. Hall’s implementation of the “Compliance Hub”
has been a success throughout the
organization. With over 10,000 employees, over 200 locations, and the
myriad regulations that govern our
industry, she says, the company is
now able to research and compile
information internally through the
Hub. Employees are able to download and upload information, and
collaborate with one another without
the “bottlenecking.”
Additionally, because the upload link is available, GardaWorld
can now track employee licensing
without a problem. This will allow
the company to catch any future expiring licenses and avoid penalties
ranging from $100 to $20,000 or more
from state and federal agencies.
Ms. Hall’s dedication and hard
work paid off, as she has assisted
other departments in creating and
designing their own SharePoint page
that they are using on a daily basis.

Contributed by GardaWorld Cash Management Services

A

t the time Andrea
Hall, HRIS and Compliance Manager, was
integrated into the
Compliance Department,
GardaWorld
did not have a process
in place that compartmentalized all
relevant licensing rules or legislation or allowed sharing the same
with collaborating management and
departments companywide.
While in her role, Ms. Hall commenced communicating and collaborating by way of e-mail with several departments and management
in order to obtain and ultimately
maintain up-to-date compliance information throughout the company.
While this was manageable at the
time, she was not fully satisfied with
the efficiency of this process and
continuously expressed the importance of having all the compliance
information centralized and housed
in one place for others to view.
In order to reach her ultimate goal,
she began her research and found
that the company’s SharePoint was
available; however, to her surprise
it was not being utilized to its fullest
capacity. She took it upon herself to
learn SharePoint and began creating
what is now called the “Compliance
Hub” for GardaWorld.
In order to centralize the compliance information, she used previous
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communication e-mails to compile
a list of frequently asked questions
to post on the site for future reference. Furthermore, she incorporated additional tasks, including links
to several external compliance sites,
forms, and uploading capabilities
for management.

“THE COMPLIANCE HUB
IS A PORTAL WHERE ALL
MANAGEMENT AND
COLLABORATING
EMPLOYEES CAN
FIND COMPLIANCE
INFORMATION.”
What Was the Innovation and
How Was It Implemented?

The Compliance Hub is a portal
where all management and collaborating employees can find compliance information related to their
operating areas, obtain related compliance documents, and upload
compliance information. Once the
site was finalized and launched, Ms.
Hall organized “How-To” training
sessions with her colleagues to get
them acclimated to using the site

What Results Were Obtained?

Would Other Organizations
Benefit from This Innovation?

In today’s organizations, communication and collaboration are important to maintaining an efficient
workflow. Having an internal site
where information is held can be
very useful to others within the
company. They can stay informed of
any changes, or can just share information with one another.
GardaWorld, headquartered in Boca Raton,
Florida, is committed to making your world
secure. Its 45,000 highly trained, dedicated
professionals provide clients across the
globe with a full range of business solutions and security services.
Reprint: HRD_0215-5
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This article will touch upon these
areas briefly, while making no pretense of providing a solution to
all problems and every situation.
Readers will find answers to the
following questions:
• What is HR analytics and how
can it help?
• How does one start?
• What does it take to create a
sustainable analytics capability?

Simple, Actionable Ideas to
Improve the Quality of Decisions

Improve Recruiting Effectiveness
The phrase “war for talent” sounds
like a cliché, but acquiring the right
1000110000 01111011110 000010101001111000001 110000111 0110
talent still ranks as one of the most
1010100110001100000111000011100011101101
perplexing issues businesses face.
01110111110000010100010 01011110000110 1010010011001001
0111011111000001010001
While innovative and complex an01111001 0101001010110 00111110101101011010011111100100000
alytics solutions (requiring mid- to
11011110 000010101001111000001 110000111 0110
high-level investments) exist today
that promise to address this issue,
101011 1100001101010011000
11000011010100110001100000111000011100011101101
there are some simple yet very effec01110111110000010100010 01011110000110 1010010011001001
tive analyses that can be done with
1000110000 01111011110 000010101001111000001 110000111 0110
minimal data and without spending
1010100110001100000111000011100011101101
much time or money.
01110111110000010100010 01011110000110
10000110 1010010011001001
Most organizations today rely on a
01111001 0101001010110 00111110101101011010011111100100000
plethora of channels (referrals, search
11011110 000010101001111000001 110000111 0110
firms, social media such as LinkedIn)
101011 11000011010100110
11000011010100110001100000111000011100011101101
to source candidates; however, not all
of them are equally effective across all
01110111110000010100010 01011110000110 1010010011001001
roles, skills, and career levels. A quick
1010100110001100000111000011100011101101
way to gauge their effectiveness is to
01110111110000010100010 0101
01011110000110 1010010011001001
analyze the performance of the hires
01111001 0101001010110 00111110101101011010011111100100000
coming through each of the channels
11011110 000010101001111000001 110000111 0110
across a few metrics such as conversion rate, yield rate, high performer percentage, and promotion rate.
By Omesh Saraf and Sukiran Maity
Then, rank the channels by the overall
performance for each job family.
Without even looking at the data,
oreover, past experience alone can’t solve many HR problems—today’s questions are more direct and quantitative in we could expect a couple of insights.
nature and there’s likely no conventional wisdom on which First, no one channel will be most efto draw. For example, what traditional measure could pos- fective for all job families, businesssibly help us predict and define the skills that will be need- es, or locations. Second, for some of
ed in 12 months’ time in an organization that is based in the the job families, conversion rate and
overall performance score will be
technology sector?
So, why the “fad” perception? HR analytics requires a large investment misaligned. That’s a strong indicator
without much supporting evidence and no simple, actionable road map. In of a place to focus some attention.
An analysis of this sort can be acaddition, there is a lack of analytics know-how among HR professionals,
which precludes them from appreciating it. Furthermore, there’s no prov- complished with limited data—a list
en model to integrate an analytics function into the HR operating model, a of profiles with information on channel and job family along with some
prerequisite to realizing value from analytics initiatives.

HR ANALYTICS—
HOW YOUR DATA CAN YIELD
ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS

Some say analytics in HR is a fad. However, it’s true that HR
has easy access to a lot of data today, and relying on data is
considered less risky than relying on conventional wisdom.

M
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DOUG PONTE
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demographic information and augmented by three or four performance
indicators should do it. The analysis
can be done effectively in 3 to 4 weeks.
The benefits are significant. The
recruitment function can reset its
focus on the more effective channels
by providing appropriate incentives, and as most of the channels
come at a cost, a “pay for performance” model can be used to reduce the recruitment costs.
As the organization sees benefit
in this and adapts to analytics, it
can extend the analysis to various
other profile characteristics such as
education, experience, and competencies to create a balanced view of
a “high performer profile.” In turn,
this success may encourage HR to
experiment with more advanced analytics—for example, comparing the
behavioral and personality profile
of a prospective candidate through
application of psychometrics, text
analytics, or gamification—to build
a holistic profile of the characteristics of current high performers.

Targeting Retention

There are various algorithms and
estimates available to quantify
the cost of attrition. However, one

Quality of Hire

Referral

Alumni
Jobsites

Corporate website

Cluster1

(High performers)

Low		
Cost of Hire

doesn’t need complex analytics to
realize the value of retaining key
performers. Besides the indirect
losses such as staffing disruption,
business discontinuity, and loss of
knowledge, talent acquisition efforts amidst high attrition can seem
like filling a leaking bucket.
Of course, not all employee departures are detrimental to business;
in fact, quality and productivity
may be improved by managing out
poor performers or other employee
segments where there is a low return on cost. The key is to identify
the employees or groups of employees for whom action is required.
Some typical groups to be singled
out could be female high performers
(most every organization today has
a target to build a strong pipeline
of female workers for the mid- to

Cluster 2

(Working mothers)

1 Years since last
promotion
2 Pay percentile with
peer group
3 Number of recognitions
in last 12 months
4 Team engagement
score
5 Increase in team
promotion rate
6 % days
traveled
7 Per employee learning
spend
8 No. of manager changes
(last 18 months)
An upward arrow implies that attrition rate increases with an increase in the factor and vice versa.
Dark red indicates a stronger relationship whereas light red shows a weaker relationship.
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Sales Manager (US) Attrition Influencers
# Drivers

Search
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Cluster 3

(New joiners)

High

senior-level positions), high growth
or hard-to-hire skills, high-performing employees in specific tenure
groups, or even new joiners. (Of
course, avoid inappropriate discrimination by gender or age.)
A heat map analysis (that is,
graphically showing where challenges and successes are) will help
make your organization’s needs
specific and actionable.
The next step would be to form
hypotheses on why employees
leave in each of the segments (based
on exit interviews, documented
reasons for leaving, or other sources) and then testing the hypotheses
with data. Hypotheses will be different for different organizations,
but questions such as these will help
you develop your hypotheses:
• Which is more important for your
employees—performance recognition, rewards, or career growth?
• Do you lose people who are stuck
in the same role for more than 3
years?
• Are employees with “high demand” skills at high risk of leaving due to market forces even if
they are well taken care of?
• Could aligning new employees
to high performers or people
leaders reduce new hire attrition?
• Are people with a certain type of
educational background or experience misfits for a particular role?
• Is the attrition rate high among
maternity leave takers?
Answering these questions will
help you develop some simple triggers for identifying employees at
risk of leaving and will prompt you
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Clear Signs of Attrition Challenges
(as expected largely correlated with GPD growth rate)
• Identify the employees with the
right skills, traits, and ambitions to
beef up the succession plan;
• Create a customized training program for each person in the talent
pool to groom him or her for the
next level.

Workforce Productivity
Given the increased focus on competitiveness and thus on cost, another
concern for most organizations is the
productivity levels of the workforce.
Metrics to measure productivity
will vary, but the approach for analyzing performance and benchmarking across comparable departments,
businesses, or locations is widely
replicable. A comparison of the unit
level productivity after taking into account the full-time equivalent (FTE)
and cost factors can help identify the
top performers. A combination of
top performer productivity and observed historical productivity may be
used to set benchmarks. Adopting a
structured workforce planning methodology may add more rigor to this
approach at a later stage.

How to Get Started

This brings us to the critical question:
How does one start on this journey
toward becoming an analytics-led talent management organization? Fortunately, there is more than one way.
Make HR Reports Intelligent
Almost every organization today
will have a suite of reports covering areas such as head count,
demographics, recruitment, and
learning, often with more metrics
than they can make sense of. Some
28 HR Decisions | January • February 2015

of them will be predictive in nature
(and thus actionable), while others
are reactive, merely representing
the past.
For example, individually, the
metrics “percentage of employees
ready for promotion” and “actual
promotion rate” merely report on
past performance. However, taken
in combination, they can be predictive of your attrition rate. If the promotion rate is low compared to the
ready rate, look for high attrition.
Similarly, some metrics will be
linked with organization goals (e.g.,
growth, productivity, quality), whereas others will be reflective of HR’s
internal effectiveness and efficiency.
The critical first step for HR will be
to separate out the key performance
indicators (KPIs) and build a hierarchy tree of all metrics with the KPIs
at the top. Simple to sophisticated
technology is available today that can
easily make these KPIs available to
all decision makers, with interactive
analysis capability.
Identify Two or Three Strategic
Talent Problems
The KPIs dashboard will immediately show the areas that are in need
of attention and will help identify
the potential analytics-based interventions. For example, a longer-than-target “time to fill” might
be because of a number of reasons,
such as lack of a strong internal
bench and high reliance on external
recruitment, absence of an external
talent pipeline, or low yield ratio.
If the data show that internal
bench strength is an issue, analytics
can be leveraged to:
• Improve retention of high-potential employees;

However, it is not mandatory
to have a full KPI dashboard to
identify strategic initiatives. They
could be a direct corollary to the
organizational or talent objectives.
For example, if the organization’s
success critically depends on having a “ready” workforce, building
a predictive view of the skills that
the organization will need in the
next 6 to 12 months will help meet
this objective. Similarly, developing a deeper understanding of
the factors that drive engagement
(and creating appropriate policies
and interventions) will ensure a
productive workforce. In essence,
HR and business need to ask the
right questions to make significant
business impact.
Your initial projects go a long
way in demonstrating how analytics
can enable HR to make better decisions. As these projects will be subject to intense scrutiny, they need to
be planned meticulously, and must
be executed by experts and actively
sponsored and supported by the senior management in HR. The sooner
the insights can be leveraged in decision making and benefits realized,
the quicker the adoption.

The Longer-Term Journey

Onetime analytics interventions
are transient in impact. To maximize their value, analytics need to
be run as a process and integrated
seamlessly with other business processes. For example, predictive retention models must generate risk
alerts on a regular basis, and there
must be a feedback loop to ensure
continual improvement. Similarly, workforce forecasts should be
revised every month or quarter to
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to take preemptive actions. A more
advanced approach would be to
build a set of predictive models to
calculate a dynamic probability of
someone leaving; however, building accurate and robust predictive
models requires considerable time
and effort; therefore, it should be
justified by the anticipated benefits.

A N A LY T I C S
remain relevant against the backdrop
of the rapidly changing business and
economic environment.
This entails developing a workforce analytics capability that will
work with HR and other business
functions to develop new insights,
validate hypotheses on an as-needed
basis, and maintain the performance
of existing models.
In fact, the analytics capability
must be an integral part of the core
planning for design and delivery
of any new workforce-related initiative. It contributes a data-driven
point of view and allows employers
to assess the potential impacts under
various scenarios. However, building a world-class analytics capability
requires dedication of considerable
resources—patience is certainly a
virtue in this journey.

Anatomy of Analytics Capability

Analytics capability typically rests
on four founding pillars—data,
technology infrastructure (including tools), talent, and an integrated
operating model. While the configuration need not be the same for
all organizations, it is important
to understand that the pillars are
equally important and they are
not interchangeable.
Data Pillar
The data pillar involves creating an
integrated “data mart” consisting of
data from various HR systems consolidated in a single place. Ideally, at
least 70 percent to 80 percent of data
needs for any new project should
be met from the data mart with
simple queries.
However, since data are likely to
be scattered all over and may not be
complete or accurate, this could be
a lengthy phase; the quality of initial insights may have room for improvement. This is reasonable, since
building a data mart is an iterative
process, and individual analytics
projects play a significant role in
identifying any data gaps.
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Technology Infrastructure
The technology infrastructure depends on a number of factors, including the “3 Vs” of data (volume,
variety, and velocity), expected usage
(number of projects and users), and
the number of tools and applications.
Apart from the tools that are
used to manipulate and analyze
data, there is an array of tools
available today for visualizing the
data and the insights gained from
them. But be careful: The best tool
is not necessarily the one that’s
most powerful and feature-rich—
it’s the one that’s apt in the context of
the other pillars of capability.
Talent Pillar
Complex analytics are confusing for
many in HR, as not many who love
numbers end up in the field. (In fact,
there are not many quants who fully understand talent analytics.) That
makes it especially important for HR
to preserve the knowledge and collective experience that comes from
delivering the various initiatives
such as building the talent pool,
which is mostly an organic process.
Integrated Operating Model
The last pillar is the integrated analytics operating model, which at
first doesn’t appear as important as
it actually is.
Identifying the first two or three
initiatives and preparing the analytical piece may initially seem a
somewhat thankless task for the an-

Operating
Model

Talent

Data

Tools and
Technology

alytics team; however, the real value
lies in successful implementation of
recommendations, and that requires
a well-defined operating model
where analytics works cohesively
with other HR and business functions. This is easier said than done—
it requires considerable planning
and change management efforts
complemented by active commitment from senior leadership.
Other factors to consider in
building an HR analytics capability are the analytics strategy of the
broader organization, the technology strategy, availability of talent, organization structure and operating
model in HR, and the organization’s
maturity and ability to adapt.

Take the First Step

An analytics capability may be considered as mature and impactful
only when it improves the quality of
decisions through meaningful use
of data and insights. It may sound a
bit daunting at first, but quite a few
organizations have done it with a
great degree of success. Like every
other journey, the important thing
is to take the first step … and then
keep moving.
Omesh Saraf is the cofounder and director
of LitMass Analytics. Omesh led the human
capital analytics capability in Accenture
in his previous role and had set up the inhouse global analytics Center of Excellence
for Accenture HR.
Sukiran Maity is the cofounder and CEO
of LitMass Analytics. Sukiran has over 15
years of experience in risk, operations, and
HR analytics, and he has worked for leading
banks and financial services such as HSBC,
Amex, and GE.
Based in India, LitMass Analytics offers
consulting and project implementation worldwide through accredited partners. LitMass
Analytics offers solutions to today’s organizational imperatives: operational effectiveness, talent, conduct of employees, and risk
management. Website: www.litmass.in, or for
more information, e-mail info@litmass.in.
Reprint: HRD_0215-7
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MEANINGFUL COMPENSATION
SCORECARDS—MEASURE FOR EFFECT
Your compensation scorecard can be a powerful aid, says consultant David Insler.

A

compensation scorecard is any dissemination of aggregate
compensation information beyond the
HR
organization.
They can be quite
helpful in developing real pay for
performance, reducing entitlement,
and, often, gaining management
buy-in, says consultant David Insler.
There are several types of scorecards, says Insler, who is the senior
vice president at Sibson Consulting
and leader of Sibson’s Western Region. His tips came during a recent
BLR®-sponsored webinar. Scorecards can contain:
• Basic compensation information
(e.g., average merit increase)
• Comparative compensation information (e.g., to history, to other units, to established targets)
• Business compensation information (e.g., related to business results,
external competitive position)

By Stephen D. Bruce, PhD, PHR
Past—Entitlement

Future—Performance

Talent shortage
Focus on retaining all employees

Stronger talent pool available
Focus on retaining and attracting high
performers, repelling low performers
High performance is return on
compensation investment
High performers receive differentiated
treatment, others motivated

Low turnover was return
on compensation investment
High performers perceive limited
differentiation and move on
and their direct reports in analysis
conducted by the Compensation
Roundtable, Washington, D.C.:
• Communications from the manager are four times as likely to
positively impact employees’ belief in the fairness of pay processes than communication from the
HR/Compensation function.
• Manager communication drives
50% of employees’ belief in the
fairness of pay processes.
• The belief that pay processes are
fair increases employee loyalty
by 25% and employee effort by
10%. Insler, admitting that it is

Some scorecards are meant for employee communication, and others
are meant to aid or influence management decision making, says Insler.

$160

The source of communications
about compensation is important,
says Insler. Based on responses
from more than 30,000 managers
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Best-Case Communication:
Employee: “You mean that top performers get twice the average increase?
There is a performance distribution
that the company worries about?”

• Market Value of Benchmark Jobs

$140
Base Pay Range ($000s)

About Communicating Pay Data

Worst-Case Communication:
Employee: “I don’t understand,” “I
think this pay raise/ bonus plan
stinks,” or “I don’t believe that our pay
system will reward my performance.”
Manager: “Go ask HR” (or any
statement that blames HR).

Pay Competitiveness and Pay Structure

Prescription for Pay
in the Future

Employers are moving to a more performance-oriented compensation philosophy, says Insler, and your scorecards need to reflect that. He offers the
table above to describe the differences.

oversimplified, offers the following examples of communication:

$120
$100
$80
$60
$40
$20

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Grade 7
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Comparative Compensation Scorecard
Business Unit Average
Average Merit Grade
Compa
Performance Increase
Inflation ratio
Rating (1–5) (4% Budget)			

Annual
Incentive
(% of Target)

A

3.4

4.0%

-3%

101%

100%

B

3.2

4.0%

0%

98%

110%

C

4.0

4.2%

12%

96%

105%

D

4.1

3.8%

8%

99%

100%

E

3.6

3.6%

17%

88%

110%

F

4.1

4.5%

20%

105%

118%

G

3.2

3.5%

-5%

99%

100%

Average

3.5

3.8%

7%

98%

102%

Source: Sibson Consulting

Manager: “Our pay program is
competitively based and intended to
reward the best performers more than
others. Here are the facts: Best performers get higher increases, greater
opportunity for promotion, and other
benefits and opportunities.”

Comparative Compensation
Scorecard

Insler’s chart at the top of this page
compares compensation actions
across units. In this case, for example, Business Unit D has the highest
performance ratings but low merit
increases in spite of its low compa
ratio. This might bear looking into.

Pay Competitiveness and Pay
Structure Scorecard Data

Insler’s graph on page 30, which
may be included in your compensation scorecard, shows the market
value of benchmark jobs. The boxes
are the ranges within the organization, with the middle being the midpoint. The dots are data obtained
from surveys or other sources indicating competitive midpoints.
As can be seen, at the two lower
grades, midpoints are competitive;
however, for the upper grades, competitors’ midpoints are higher. This
may suggest the need to reassign
jobs or change the structure.
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Connect Pay to Business Data

It is helpful to evaluate your
average pay competitive position.
This can be done in the aggregate,
by business unit, or by employee
level.
Be careful, however. Some companies may prefer to have fewer
highly compensated employees
while others desire a greater number of employees who are not as
well compensated.

In the table below, business unit
performance is compared to selected
compensation data. Unit F, for example, has the highest net income per
employee and the highest annual incentive. That’s what one might expect.
However, Unit D, which has the lowest net income per employee, has the
second highest annual incentive percentage. That might bear looking into.

Tips for Developing a
Compensation Scorecard

1. Build a business case for why,
what value, how to make better
decisions, or keeping employees
better informed.
2. Start small and narrow, with just
a few data points, to a few people,
perhaps just senior executives.
3. Make it “blind” at first, with no
unit identification.
4. Indicate how you compare: “Our
average merit was 3%, national average 2.5%” or break down
management vs. hourly, etc.
5. Expand as the organization gets
comfortable with transparency.
Stephen D. Bruce, PhD, PHR, is the managing
editor of HR Decisions. sbruce@blr.com

Comparative Compensation Scorecard with Business Data
Business Unit Revenue Net Income Average
Per
Per
Performance
Employee Employee Rating (1–5)
				

Average
Annual
Merit
Incentive
Increase
(% of Target)
(4% Budget)

A

320K

64K

3.4

4.0%

100%

B

280K

42K

3.2

4.0%

110%

C

350K

77K

4.0

4.2%

105%

D

290K

52K

4.1

3.8%

100%

E

180K

45K

3.6

3.6%

110%

F

360K

82K

4.1

4.5%

118%

G

320K

70K

3.2

3.5%

100%

Average

285K

58K

3.5

3.8%

102%

Source: Sibson Consulting
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MILLENNIALS: WHO THEY
ARE AND WHAT THEY WANT
FROM THEIR WORK
Millennials will soon make up the majority of the U.S.
workforce. Make sure you manage them the right way.
By Jennifer Carsen, JD

T

here’s no question that
the future of your company rests on the shoulders of Millennials (also
known as Generation Y):
workers born between
the early 1980s and the
early 2000s. Accordingly, there has
been a lot of debate about what this
group most wants, and needs, at
work. But are they really so different
from anyone else?

Some observers have deemed the
members of this generation confident, expressive, open to change,
and dedicated to philanthropic
causes. They are team players who
enjoy working in groups and forming strong social bonds. Additionally, Millennials tend to be more
technologically savvy than any
generation preceding them.
On the other hand, Millennials
have also earned a reputation in the
popular press for being lazy, immature, and entitled—spoiled narcissists who have grown up with sophisticated technology that allows
their interpersonal bonds to be largely electronic. Some have labeled this
generation “trophy kids,” referring
to the way their “helicopter parents” have placed them on a pedestal and nurtured their self-esteem to
unhealthy levels (e.g., demanding
trophies for seventh place).
In the employment context, you
don’t often hear employers complaining about Millennials working
too darn hard for their own good.
The stereotype is that this is a group
that craves flexibility and work/life
balance. The group has also earned
a reputation for job-hopping and
unwillingness to pay dues.
It’s important to remember, however, that much of the purported
research conducted on Millennials
examines a limited subset of the
population—predominantly college
32 HR Decisions | January • February 2015
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Common Stereotypes and Misconceptions About Millennials

students from affluent, suburban,
white families. This essentially neglects the experiences of minorities
from poor communities with fewer
opportunities. Furthermore, research
on generational differences tends to
downplay the individual differences
that typically play a more significant
role in workplace behavior.
If you’re going to look at the group
as a whole, consider a more balanced
portrayal. In 2010, the Pew Research
Center released data that showed:
• Millennials are more ethnically and racially diverse than any
previous generation.
• They are less religious, more
liberal, and the most educated
generation in U.S. history.
• 75% use one or more social networking sites.
• 20% have posted a video of themselves online.
• Almost 40% have a tattoo.
• 60% were raised by two parents.
• In general, they place parenthood
and marriage well above career and financial success when
evaluating priorities.
• Millennials indicate that what
makes their generation unique is
their use of technology.

What Keeps Them Up at Night

Of particular concern to Millennials
is the shrinking labor market, which
has left a highly educated population with fewer options for employment. Indeed, 37% of Millennials
are unemployed or absent from
the workforce.
As a result, many Millennials
are staying with their current employers out of necessity. What that
means for your business is that this
generation of new hires will need to
be developed in-house in order to
maximize their effectiveness within
your organization.
It’s also important to remember
that both Generation X and the Millennials gained a new perspective on
workplace loyalty as they watched
their parents and grandparents lose
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“THE STEREOTYPE IS THAT THIS IS A GROUP THAT
CRAVES FLEXIBILITY AND WORK/LIFE BALANCE.”
pensions they had worked their
whole lives to earn. They saw their
parents abruptly lose their jobs when
companies had to downsize. They
witnessed both the Enron scandal
and the dot-com bust.
So for these last two generations
(Millennials especially), loyalty isn’t
about years of service but the intensity of service you get from them
every single day. They may not be
with your organization forever, but
they will give you all they’ve got
while they are.
Interestingly, while Generation X
and Millennials view loyalty in much
the same way, they feel differently
about leaders. Generation X tends to
inherently distrust leadership—perhaps, again, because of events like
the Enron scandal. Millennials, on
the other hand, want to connect with
leaders. Once they’ve connected to
those leaders, they will feel more loyalty toward your company.

The Social, Connected
Generation—With an Edge

A recent study conducted by
LinkedIn, “Relationships @ Work,”
concludes that Millennials and Baby
Boomers have very different perspectives on relationships in the
workplace.
“Workplace relationships are ever-changing and an important factor
in shaping both office dynamics and
individual job development,” says
Nicole Williams, LinkedIn career
expert. “This means that creating an
office culture that resonates across
generations, roles, and personalities
is a critical factor in building a successful working environment.”

One area this study looked at was
career advancement. Most Millennial participants feel that being happy
is an important part of their job, but
climbing the proverbial career ladder is far more important than their
work friendships.
The study reveals that 68% of
Millennials would throw their coworkers under the bus if it meant
getting ahead in their own careers;
62% of Boomers, on the other hand,
would never even consider it. One
in five Millennials say that having
coworkers as friends makes them
more competitive on the job.
Having friends at work is important to Millennials because it
affects their working environment
in a positive way. According to the
study, 57% of Millennials say that
having friends at work makes them
happy, while 50% say it helps them
feel motivated to come to work and
be productive. For the Baby Boomer
generation, 45% say having friends
at work has no bearing on their
work performance.
Communication is also very important for Millennials. More than
half of surveyed Millennials report
being open to sharing relationship
advice with coworkers, compared
to 23% of Baby Boomers. Millennials are also more comfortable discussing salaries with their coworkers, as opposed to the Baby Boomer
generation, which tends to feel that
personal earnings is a taboo conversational topic.

Much Ado About Nothing?

Despite all the purported ways in
which Millennials are special and
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different from the rest of your workforce, in many key ways they’re just
like everyone else.
The LinkedIn survey, for example, reveals that the importance of
relationships in the workplace is
fairly constant across the board—
nearly half (46%) of surveyed professionals across all generations
believe that friendships with colleagues make them happier at work.
Additionally, much of what
makes Millennials unique at work
may be a function of their youth
more than anything else. As blogger and management expert Alison
Green, writing on money.usnews.
com, puts it:
[M]ost of the stereotypes people attribute to millennials aren’t about what
generation they happen to belong to.
They’re about being young and inexperienced in the work world. This
generation is far from the first group
of 20-somethings to find entry-level

“ONE IN FIVE MILLENNIALS SAYS THAT HAVING
COWORKERS AS FRIENDS MAKES THEM MORE
COMPETITIVE ON THE JOB.”
work boring, not understand the concept of paying their professional dues,
bridle at dress codes and office norms,
or yearn to have more of a voice in
office decision making.

the Boomers’ clock back several
decades, however, and the groups
start to seem much more similar.

Green makes an excellent point—
if you look at the mindset and experiences of other generations in the
early stages of their professional
lives, there is a lot of overlap there.
In many ways, comparing today’s late-career Boomers with today’s early-career Millennials is
looking at apples and oranges. Turn

While Millennials have been portrayed as dilettantes who are eager
to get out the door at the end of
the day to start their “real” lives,
work/life balance is a priority for all
workers these days.
The vast majority of Americans
(89%) feel employers should try
to offer workers flexibility in their

The Real Scoop on Millennials
and Work/Life Balance

6 Steps to Successfully Managing Your Millennials
There’s no secret formula to keeping your Millennials engaged and
happy, but savvy management can go a long way toward making
this happen. Here are 6 strategies for success, many of which are
best practices for managing other generations, too.
1. Provide opportunities for group work. Your social Millennials often crave connection in the workplace, so put this proclivity
to good use with project teams—which can be more engaging and
effective than solo efforts.

4. Give them room to grow. If your Millennials are bumping
up against a “gray ceiling” of Boomers who are staying in the
workforce longer than anyone anticipated, get creative with ideas
for motivating and advancing your Millennials. Even if you can’t
promote them right now, there are always ways to reward solid
performance and encourage them to stick around.

2. Focus on the product, not the process. As mentioned
above, Millennials are often champion multitaskers who thrive
in an environment that would be nightmarishly distracting for
many older workers. If your Millennials are productive and turning
in quality work, does it really matter if they spend a lot of time
plugged into their earbuds?

5. Don’t underestimate how connected your Millennials are. Your Millennials are mere keystrokes away from a larger,
more connected network than you can possibly imagine. This is a
double-edged sword.
It can mean, for example, that your Millennial workers are fantastic social media allies for your organization—but it can also mean an
instant (possibly global) hit to your organizational reputation if things
ever go south. You’re not going to change Millennials’ connectedness, and you don’t have to like it, but you do need to respect it.

3. Plan for the long term. Many of your Millennials won’t be
with you for the long haul (and that’s OK), but many will—
especially if you provide training, mentoring, and opportunities
for advancement.

6. Build in workplace flexibility—for everyone. It’s not just
Millennials who appreciate good work/life balance: It’s everyone.
The more flexibility you can build into your company culture, the
happier and more productive your entire workforce will be.
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schedules to meet their families’
needs, as long as the work gets
done, according to a Harris Interactive online poll of 4,096 U.S. adults
conducted in May 2014.
Over half (52%) of surveyed U.S.
employees and nearly 6 in 10 working parents (58%) feel they could do
their job better if they were allowed
a more flexible work schedule, as do
61% of surveyed Millennials.

Plugged In and Wasting Time?

Possibly one of the biggest complaints from one generation about
the next is that they are “slackers.”
Not only do different generations
have different attitudes about
the purpose of work, they have
different ideas about what constitutes work. And Millennials and
the generations before them are
no different.
A Boomer boss pops his head into
a young worker’s office, sees her listening to her iPod while surfing the
Internet, and automatically assumes
she’s goofing off. To the Millennial
worker, she’s simply multitasking.
This generation grew up in the electronic age and excels at doing many
things at once.

83%

of Millennials currently
consider themselves
leaders, the survey reveals,
and 73% aspire to be
leaders in the next 5 years.

Take the Time to Train These
Future Leaders: They’re Ready

As the 80 million Millennials start to
play a larger role in the U.S. workplace, they aspire to lead in business
in the next 5 years, according to The
Hartford’s 2014 Millennial Leadership Survey. Surveyed Millennials
also say training is the best way employers can demonstrate an investment in them.
Eighty-three percent of Millennials currently consider themselves
leaders, the survey reveals, and 73%
aspire to be leaders in the next 5
years. Specifically, the workplace is

“Millennials are expected to comprise a majority of the U.S. workforce by 2020, which makes leadership development a critical issue for
organizations large and small.”
In the national survey, Millennials say employers can demonstrate
their investment in them as future
leaders by offering training and development (50%), a clear career path
(35%), and ongoing coaching and
feedback (34%).
Work/life balance (47%) is the
issue that the Millennial survey participants would tackle in the workplace, followed by leadership training (33%). When asked about what
an employer could offer to retain
young employees, Millennials said:
• Flexible work schedule (58%);
• Merit-based salary increase every
6 months (41%); and
• Insurance benefits (38%).
Source links:

>http://www.hrlaws.com/sr/diversity/what_is_diversity

> http://hr.blr.com/HR-news/Compensation/
Hours-of-Work/Vast-Majority-of-Americans-Favor-Flexible-Work-Pol

>http://www.harrisinteractive.com/NewsRoom/
HarrisPolls/tabid/447/ctl/ReadCustom%20Default/mid/1508/ArticleId/1453/Default.aspx

> http://hr.blr.com/HR-news/HR-Administration/HR-Management/Millennials-more-like-

“… WHAT DO MILLENNIALS SEE AS WASTED TIME?
ALL THOSE LONG, BORING MEETINGS THEIR BOOMER
BOSSES INSIST THEY SIT THROUGH!”

ly-to-share-private-informati

>http://hr.blr.com/HR-news/Staffing-Training/Employee-Manager-Training/Millennials-aspire-tolead-in-next-5-years

>http://press.linkedin.com/News-Releases/337/
Millennials-More-Likely-To-Divulge-Personal-Details-When-Speaking-With-Colleagues-At-Work-

On the flip side, what do Millennials see as wasted time? All those
long, boring meetings their Boomer bosses insist they sit through!
To them, that’s valuable time that
could be spent making tangible
progress on projects—and building relationships with coworkers
and clients/customers—instead of
sitting around a big table talking
about progress.
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where they want to lead. Thirty-four
percent of the Millennials surveyed
say they are business leaders today,
but 59% aspire to be leaders in business in the next 5 years.
“The Hartford’s research has
consistently shown Gen Y is a giant generation of go-getters who
want to take charge but also yearn
for training and mentoring,” says
Lindsey Pollak, workplace expert.

Compared-T

> http://money.usnews.com/money/blogs/
outside-voices-careers/2014/09/22/employers-stop-labeling-millennials

> http://newsroom.thehartford.com/News-Releases/The-Hartford-s-Survey-Finds-MillennialsAspire-To-Lead-In-Next-Five-Years-RecognizeNeed-for-Traini-70c.aspx

Jennifer Carsen, JD, is a contributing editor
of HR Decisions. jcarsen@gmail.com
Reprint: HRD_0215-9
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SECRETS OF A PLAINTIFFS’
ATTORNEY—14 WAYS TO
MAKE HER DAY
Being taken to court for an employee claim can be costly …
so don’t help the opposing attorneys build their case.
By Stephen D. Bruce, PhD, PHR

B

Warner, who is a founding partner with the labor and employment
law firm of Moody & Warner, P.C.,
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, says
that “almost every type of employment law case is preventable.” In
many instances, employers build
her case for her.
For me to take a case, says Warner,
there first has to be tolerable merit to

1. Give No Reason
for Termination.

Don’t rely on at-will—an employee
will say, “They’re firing me for an illegal reason that they are covering up.”
Giving the reason after the claim is asserted can look fabricated, says Warner.
Even worse:
• The reason offered by the employer changes over time.
Even worse than that:
• The reason is contradicted by objective evidence.
Note, says Warner, that unemployment hearing testimony is a powerful

SHUTTERSTOCK

“

ecause I am a plaintiffs’
attorney, people want
me to fail and die,” says
attorney Whitney Warner. At SHRM’s Annual
Conference and Exposition in Orlando, Warner turned the other cheek and told
HR managers what they can do to
avoid lawsuits.

the employee’s claim; it has to have
the ring of truth to it. Then, there is a
laundry list of things employers do to
help her strengthen the case. Here are
14 things to avoid (unless you want to
make the plaintiffs’ attorney’s day).
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part of her arsenal. She likes it when
supervisors testify. They are often
not prepped. She will ask, “Is there
anything else?” and they will say
“No,” because they are always in a
hurry. Now she has limited the employer’s response to what that supervisor said.

2. Fire for Performance,
but Give a Good Evaluation.

People believe what they see in writing, so the reason for termination
will look like pretext, says Warner.
Even worse:
• Nothing negative in the file ever.
Even worse than that:
• Employee got a bonus or raise,
too. In one case, the employer
said the employee was a “complete failure,” but they gave the
employee a $25,000 bonus.

“ALMOST EVERY TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT
LAW CASE IS PREVENTABLE.”
Even WORSE than that:
• Employee got a glowing letter of recommendation. (In one
case, the employee was fired for
supposed detail mistakes, but
the VP had written “great with
details.”)

3. Bad Timing.

That is, there was an internal protected complaint followed closely
in time by termination. How long
is “closely”? At 1 year, I’m not interested, says Warner. She is looking
for weeks or same day.

4. Ignore Prior Notice
of Legal Issues.

If the company had had prior
complaints about the same issue
or person, then they knew, says
Warner, and should have taken
action.
Even worse:
• Ignored legal information in
exit interviews, such as in the
following:
Q: Do you feel you were subjected to discrimination or hostile
working conditions here?
A: Yes.

The Top 5 Claim Repellents
Want to stop making a plaintiffs’ attorney’s day and start ruining
it? Whitney Warner suggests these 5 keys to avoiding claims and
other costly legal entanglements—she calls them “claim repellent.”

is against the policy and values of our organization. Thank you for
reporting it.” Also, Warner says, be sure that no retaliation against
the complaining employee occurs.

1. Be Responsive to Employee Complaints
When employees complain, they want the situation fixed. So be responsive, says Warner. Act quickly, within 24 hours if possible. Treat
the complaint as if it has merit instead of dismissing it as inconsequential. Ask yourself, What would I do if everything the employee
complains about is true? Also, she says, be skeptical about the
supervisor’s explanations. The supervisor will never say, “I fired
them because they are over 40.” Verify with paper, says Warner.

3. Maintain Great Documentation
Keep your paperwork airtight when it comes to conduct, complaints, and how they were handled. For example, says Warner,
have progressive discipline documentation that shows any employee agreements to try harder. Maintain notes of complaints and
meetings. Be sure documents are detailed with the employee’s
actual mistakes. E-mail, Facebook, and Twitter accounts may show
that the employee didn’t care about the job or even knew he was
doing a bad job. Records of Internet, e-mail, and text usage may
help show an employee’s proclivity to wasting time.

2. Discipline the Manager Who Dropped the Ball
and Disown the Bad Conduct
For example, says Warner, you might discipline a manager who:
• Observed unacceptable conduct/language/jokes but did not
intervene.
• Sat on a complaint.
• Made a decision without using correct procedures.
Discipline those about whom the allegations were made as well,
especially high-ranking managers. At a minimum, have a conversation and document it, says Warner. Once this is done, disown the
unpleasant conduct by communicating to the employee that “X
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4. Offer Something to Make It Better
For example, says Warner, offer time off, counseling expenses, a new location, a different supervisor, or repayment of lost wages. Or simply ask
the complaining employee, “What can we do that would work this out?”
5. Show Candor and Empathy
Be clear, says Warner: We messed up. We feel terrible. This is how
we fixed it. “This KILLS!” Warner says. Honesty, transparency, and
empathy are some of the best tools an organization can use to
head off any possibility of a future claim.
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“PEOPLE WILL PUT UP WITH A LOT UNTIL IT STARTS
AFFECTING THEIR INCOME AND JOB SECURITY.”
Should this happen, you have
to investigate it as an internal complaint, says Warner.

5. Superficial Internal
Investigations.

This manifests itself in several ways,
says Warner:
• You asked the harasser what
happened and called it a day.
• The investigation took too long.
• The investigation was not documented.
• Relevant witnesses were not interviewed.
• No corrective action was taken.
• The company responded to other
complaints more earnestly.
• The company failed to act because there was “nothing concrete.” (Your job is to reach a conclusion, says Warner.)
Even worse:
• Further offending the employee
by the questions asked. (In one
situation, the employee complained about being referred to
by the N word. An investigator
asked, “Do you use the N word
at home?”)
• The investigation is focused on
the complainant.
Even worse than that:
• There was no investigation at all.
• The company responded: “That’s
just the way he is.”

6. Believe the Employee Was
Just Trying to Get in the
Retaliation Bubble.

“She’s only bringing up her complaint because she just got written
up.” Why do employees wait to
make a complaint? People will put
up with a lot until it starts affecting
their income and job security.
38 HR Decisions | January • February 2015

7. EEOC Response Is
Not Well Done.

Warner reminds employers that she
gets the employer’s EEOC response
before she takes the case. Typical
problems she encounters:
• The charge was not investigated.
• Statements turn out to be wrong.
• The investigation was too cursory.
• The response insults the charging
party (even worse, the response
insults the EEOC!).

8. Don’t Follow Your Own
Company Policies.

When the company ignores its policies, it looks like:
• Utter indifference, which can
lead to punitive damages.
• Discrimination.
• Something that has to be
explained.
• Something that is not fair. If it
doesn’t feel fair, it feels illegal,
Warner says.

9. Issue a Gag Order.

“Jane has filed an EEOC charge and
you are not to talk to her or her attorney. You must report any contact
to management.” Or else, what?
asks Warner. This looks like:
• Witness intimidation
• Interference with an investigation

10. Ignore a Pre-suit Letter
from a Lawyer.

Give the lawyer a reason to go away
instead of a reason to pursue, says

“GIVE THE LAWYER
A REASON TO GO AWAY
INSTEAD OF A REASON
TO PURSUE.”

Warner. For example:
• Provide the employee’s personnel file. If the termination is
well-grounded, it will show in
the file.
• Provide the relevant company
policies.
• Explain your side.

11. Present Management/HR
Witnesses Who Seem Clueless
When Testifying.

Warner finds managers guilty of:
• Not knowing the policies;
• Not knowing if or when training
or corrective action took place;
• Not knowing how complaints
are “supposed” to be handled;
and
• Answering “I don’t know” to
questions like “What is this case
about?” “When was the employee trained?” “When were you
trained?”

12. Try to Be Clever
with Testimony.

Clever testimony will backfire,
Warner says. A court won’t find
you as savvy as you might think
you are.

13. Demonize or Humiliate
the Employee.

For example, says Warner, avoid
being overly aggressive during
EEOC mediation or bullying
the employee at a deposition or
at trial.

14. Documents Are
Missing or Suspect.

For example, if the employer can’t
find the employee’s performance
evaluation or any other applicants’
resumes, it’s good news for a plaintiffs’ attorney. It’s also highly suspicious when an employer has just
discovered “new” documents or unsigned disciplinary forms.
Stephen D. Bruce, PhD, PHR, is the managing
editor of HR Decisions. sbruce@blr.com
Reprint: HRD_0215-10
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Professional Profile
What is your organization doing
about engagement? Retention?

ROSEMARIE MILANO
Senior Director of Human Resources
AEG/Barclays Center
Brooklyn, New York

R

osemarie Milano began her career with
Anschutz Entertainment Group (AEG) at
Barclays Center in January 2013 as the senior director of human resources. She has an
MBA from Breyer State University’s online
program in HR Management. She is a highly
motivated, strategic, and versatile HR leader
with more than 20 years of demonstrated achievement.
Rosemarie is an accomplished expert in all HR areas, including the Performance Management, Talent Management, Recruitment and Retention, Compensation and
Benefits, Rewards and Recognition Programs, as well as
effective Employee and Labor Relations practices.
Barclays Center, home of the Brooklyn Nets, is a major
sports and entertainment venue located in the heart of
Brooklyn, NY. The HR department reports to the executive vice president of human resources, and consists of
a senior director of human resources, human resources
manager, human resources generalist, and a human resources assistant. At this time, Barclays Center employs
more than 2,000 part-time and full-time staff members.

How have you organized for maximum impact?

Since we have quite a large staff, we have found it most effective for each member of the department to have special
areas of focus and expertise to help streamline any HRrelated tasks. For example, one member focuses on recruitment, while another focuses on employee relations, etc.
Every human resources team member is also cross trained
so that one person can always support another.

What do you look for when hiring HR staffers?

• Great organization and communication skills
• The ability to deal with ambiguity
• The ability to build relationships throughout the
organization
• Discretion, trustworthiness, and ethical behaviors
• Emotional intelligence
• Culture fit
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We have rewards and recognition programs in order to
maintain a high rate of retention. One example is “Barclays Center Bucks,” where employees receive vouchers for exceptional performance that can be redeemed
for gift cards. We also have employee of the month and
“Brooklyn’s Best” awards for outstanding employees.

What are the key issues
giving you headaches today?

An ongoing issue we face is continuing to elevate employee satisfaction levels. We strive to find innovative
ways to maintain low turnover rates. As many of the
positions at Barclays Center are governed by collective
bargaining agreements, it is an ongoing goal to maintain
optimal compliance with the various contracts.

What are your main concerns for the future?

• Maintaining labor and benefit costs
• Being able to create opportunities within the organization for growth and succession planning
• Retaining the best employees
• Providing leadership development opportunities
• Finding the right talent, at the right time, with the
right attitude

Are there any particularly innovative approaches
you would like to share?

I am continuously striving to engage and inspire employees, make them feel valued, and help them develop
professionally. With that in mind, we have partnered
with the Disney Institute to establish our “Brand Ambassador Program.” This gives employees of all levels a
chance for personal and professional growth by offering
training opportunities. Brooklyn’s Best Ambassadors
conduct culture training for new employees to orient
them to our quality standards, and provide support
in maintaining the purpose of our organization. Once
trained, these employees become ambassadors of the
Barclays Center brand.

What advice do you have for new HR managers?

• Begin working at the bottom of the HR structure to
be exposed to a variety of areas within HR and to
find the area of specialty you will excel in and enjoy
• Build relationships by joining HR organizations and
networking with other HR pros
• Stay on top of HR laws and issues
• Get to know the business you are working in
• Attain your HR certification
Reprint: HRD_0215-11
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‘HEARSAY’ IN
INVESTIGATIONS?
IT’S ‘INADMISSIBLE,’RIGHT?
WRONG!
Anyone who’s watched a courtroom drama knows that
hearsay evidence is inadmissible, so you can’t consider it
when doing your harassment investigations, right?
By Allison West, JD, SPHR

W

What Is Hearsay?

Hearsay can be a verbal or written
statement, or something nonverbal,
such as gestures or pictures. Legally, “hearsay” means “an out-of-court
statement offered to prove the truth
of the matter asserted.” The premise
behind the definition is that evidence
presented in court must be reliable
and subject to cross-examination.
Therefore, hearsay evidence cannot
be used in court unless it falls under
one of the many exceptions (under
federal law there are nearly 30 exceptions). Trial attorneys spend a good
deal of time arguing about the hearsay nature of various evidence to advocate for and defend their clients.

But What About
for Investigators?

As for the “lay” definition of “hearsay,” according to the Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary, hearsay is “some-

KELLY CHURCH

rong, says expert attorney Allison West, SPHR. There are
three reasons investigators should not rule out hearsay
statements or evidence.
West, a respected and popular speaker on HR topics,
is principal of Employment Practices Specialists in Pacifica, California. She serves on the Board of the Association of Workplace Investigators (www.aowi.org). Here’s
what she recommends about hearsay in HR investigations:
You are investigating a complaint of harassment. You meet with witness
Wally, and he tells you the following:
Karen told me her boss Bill gave her a neck rub and gives her daily compliments
about her clothing while giving her “elevator eyes.” I think Susan may know more
about what happened.

Many investigators would dutifully write down what Wally said
and then likely disregard or discount
the evidence, labeling it “hearsay.” Is
this the right decision?
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thing heard from another person:
something that you have been told.”
The prolonged myth is that any hearsay statement or evidence is inherently unreliable because someone did
not learn the information firsthand.
However, each day we are firsthand witnesses to a variety of actions
or words, and yet, our memories consistently fail us when we are asked to
recount a situation, conversation, etc.
Think of when you walked into your
office this morning, acknowledged
the receptionist, and then headed to
the kitchen for your morning coffee.
What color was the receptionist’s
shirt? Eyes? Pants? You were certainly a firsthand witness. However,
you may not remember those details
because you were not focused on the
receptionist, or even more significant,
those details were not important at
the time. Firsthand witnesses are simply witnesses who were present—no
guarantees exist that the information
they provide is necessarily more or
less credible than that from someone
who heard something secondhand.

The Three Reasons

Here are three reasons investigators
should not rule out hearsay statements or evidence.
First, hearsay evidence is not
always unreliable.
Our jobs as investigators are to ask
questions, probe, then probe some
more. We are charged with putting
the pieces of a puzzle together so
we can, hopefully, see the picture of
what happened regarding the complainant’s allegations and his or her
version of the facts—or, if no complaint was made, to figure out each
witness’s version of the facts and
reach a conclusion as to whether misconduct occurred, a policy was violated, or whether whatever is the subject
of the investigation happened.
In the example above, if the investigator determines Wally is a credible
witness, he or she can surmise something may have happened to Karen by
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her boss Bill despite the fact that Wally
did not witness anything firsthand.
For example, even if someone was in
the room when Karen’s boss Bill gave
her the neck rub, this does not mean
they saw Karen’s reaction or heard
any comments made by Bill. On the
other hand, if Wally is a good friend
of Karen,if Wally is a good friend of
Karen, he might have noticed the cadence of her speech when she relayed
her story or picked up on more details
and nuances. Because of their friendship, he could provide insights into
her credibility, and his concern and
possibly his anger at what his friend
had experienced could be conveyed.
Whether Wally is correct or accurate regarding the facts during the interview is immaterial; he has provided information for the investigator to
continue on the investigation journey
to figure out what happened. At this
point in the investigation, excluding
Wally’s testimony because of hearsay
would be premature.
Second, hearsay statements
or evidence can lead us to
relevant evidence.
Investigators must be greedy and
accepting of information in whatever form and from whomever is willing to share. Whether information
is hearsay is, simply put, irrelevant
when it comes to gathering the information. Too often, investigators (and
management) make decisions based
on whether the information obtained
was accurate or witnessed firsthand.
Simply because Wally did not witness what happened does not mean
nothing happened to Karen. Wally
mentioned someone named Susan
who might have additional information, and he might also provide a
timeline of Karen’s activities after the
incident and other facts.
The key determination for accepting evidence is whether the information is relevant. Relevant evidence
is what we are searching for in our
quest to figure out what happened.
Relevant evidence will often lead us

to other relevant evidence or help
us to determine that something is,
in fact, irrelevant. Whether the information is accurate is determined
during the course of the investigation and, significantly, when making
findings and determinations about
the veracity and credibility of the
witness and his or her testimony.
Additionally, hearsay evidence
can also be corroborative. If several
witnesses recount the same story, it
can mean each witness heard a similar account, which can assist in determining relevancy, accuracy, and
credibility. Conversely, the possibility exists that the witnesses may be
fabricating their story or have their
own agenda regarding the facts and
outcome of the investigation.
Third, ignoring hearsay
evidence puts the investigator’s
credibility at risk.
At the end of the investigation, an investigator must be able to justify decisions made along the way regarding investigation strategy, witnesses
interviewed, evidence gathered, and,
ultimately, the investigation findings.
Ignoring evidence before determining its accuracy and relevance, or the
credibility of the witness, can show
bias of the investigator. Once bias
is detected, the entire investigation
becomes suspect. If the investigator
above discounted Wally’s testimony
before making further inquiries because the testimony was hearsay, a
wealth of information may not have
been obtained, corroboration might
have been overlooked, or other
evidence might be missed.
Bottom line, investigators should
evaluate all evidence, follow relevant
leads, and make credibility determinations at the end of the investigation
... and hearsay? Fahgettaboudit!
Allison West, JD, SPHR, is principal of
Employment Practices Specialists in Pacifica,
California. She serves on the Board of the
Association of Workplace Investigators.
Reprint: HRD_0215-12
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EMPLOYEE LEAVE SURVEY—
HOW DO YOU COMPARE?
Leave Types

Much like last year (96%), this year’s
survey shows that 98.9% of participants offer some form of time off
to employees. Paid vacation time,
separately or as paid time off (PTO),
is available to over 97% of those responding to our survey, while paid
sick leave is an option for 82.7%, and
paid personal days are available for
44.7%. Vacation and sick leave are
computed separately by 64.1% and
as part of a PTO plan by 35.6%.
Paid bereavement leave is offered by 82.1%, and 90.1% offer six
or more paid holidays per year.
Extended medical leave is offered
by 58.2%, and maternity/paternity
leave is offered separately from other sick leave by 28.6%.

Vacation

The first year of employment provides 2 weeks of vacation time to
both exempt and nonexempt employees for the majority of our survey respondents at 59.9% and 61.7%,
respectively. One week is offered to
exempt employees for 18.8% (16.9%
in 2013 and 20% in 2012) and to nonexempt employees for 24.2% (22.2%
in 2013 and 23% in 2012). Three
weeks or more are provided to exempt employees for 14% compared
to 19.5% last year, and 9.1% offer 3
weeks or more to nonexempt employees compared to 9.9% in 2013.
Five years of employment provide exempt employees with 3 weeks
of vacation for 55.6% (52% in 2013)
of survey participants, and 56.1%
(53.6% in 2013) provide nonexempt
employees with 3 weeks. Four weeks
or more are provided to exempt employees for 15.2% (20% in 2013) and to
nonexempt employees for 10% (10%
in 2013). No vacation is provided to
exempt employees for 1.3% of our
42 HR Decisions | January • February 2015

respondents, and 2% provide zero
vacation to nonexempt employees.
Ten years of employment bring
exempt employees 4 weeks of vacation for 41.9% and bring nonexempt
employees the same for 39.3%. Five
weeks or more are provided to exempt employees for 7.8% (10.2% in
2013) and to nonexempt employees
for 5.6% (7.7% in 2013).
Fifteen years of service grant exempt employees 4 weeks of vacation for 53% and bring nonexempt
employees the same for 52.2%. Five
weeks or more are provided to exempt employees for 14.7% and to
nonexempt employees for 12.6%.
Exempt employees with more
than 15 years of service receive 3 to
4 weeks of vacation for 56.6% who
answered this question, and 57.5%
provide the same for nonexempt
employees. No vacation, however,
is provided to exempt employees
for 3.2% of our respondents, and
3.7% provide zero vacation to nonexempt employees.

How Do You Handle Sick Time?

Less than 1 week is the amount of
sick leave provided to exempt employees for 13.2% of our respondents who offer this benefit, and

nonexempt employees receive the
same for 14.5%. Exempt employees
receive 1 to 2 weeks per year for
60.8% of survey participants, and
nonexempt employees receive the
same for 60.4%. Exempt employees
have 3 to 4 weeks per year for 9.1%,
and nonexempt employees get that
amount for 7.6%. More than 4 weeks
per year is the norm for exempt employees at 2.5% and for nonexempt
employees at 2%.
Employees may use sick time to
care for a dependent for 79.7% (80.3%
in 2013) who answered this question,
and of this group, 98.2% allow its use
to care for a sick child, while 94% allow use of employee sick time to care
for a spouse. It starts to drop when
employees need time off to care for
a parent (82.4%) and continues to decline when employees need to care
for a sibling or grandparent (45.1%
and 45.9%, respectively).

What Do You Offer
for Disability Leave?

Paid short-term disability (STD) leave
is provided by 49.4%, with leave of
fewer than 30 days the rule for 10.1%
of survey participants who responded to this question. STD leave of 31
to 90 days is available to 45.6%, and
91 to 180 days are allowed for 40.4%.
When it comes to how much of STD
leave is paid, 64.9% (59.6% in 2013)
cover 51% to 75% of employees’ base
pay, and 16.6% (20.4% in 2013) cover
76% to 100%.

Results are in for the
2014 Employee Leave Survey.
Highlights:
> 97% offer some type of vacation pay.
> 80% allow employees to take sick time for sick relatives.
> 30% allow some form of sharing leave.
> As for top challenges regarding employee leave, scheduling workloads around
employee leave topped the list at 49.8%, followed by recordkeeping and/or tracking
leave at 37%, abuse of leave at 36.5%, and FMLA intermittent leave at 33.5%.
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Annual Vacation with One Year of Service

Types of PAID Leave Offered

More

0.2%
0.4%

Vacation/PTO

5 weeks

0.2%
0.8%

6+ paid holidays

4 weeks

2.0%
4.1%
9.1%
14.0%

3 weeks

24.2%
18.8%

1 week

0%

50%

75

84%
82%

14% 16%
None

1-2 weeks

The first year of employment provides 2 weeks of PTO to exempt employees for 20.8% (19.2% and 31% in
2013 and 2012, respectively) of those
who offer this benefit, and nonexempt employees receive the same
for 21.2% (20.6% and 32% in 2013
and 2012, respectively). One week
is offered to exempt employees for
12.9% (9.6% in 2013) and to nonexempt employees for 14.9% (11.9%
in 2012). Three weeks or more are
offered by 27.8% (30.8% in 2013) to
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Maternity leave

27%
29%

Paternity leave

27%
18%

Volunteering leave

• Exempt
• Nonexempt
9%

Paid long-term disability (LTD)
leave is a benefit for 47.8%, with leave
of more than a year available for
55.6% (51.3% in 2013) of survey participants who answered this question.
LTD of 6 months to a year is an option
for 16.3% (17.8% in 2013) and 4 to 6
months of paid LTD are available for
13%, while 2 to 4 months is a benefit
for 10.3%. LTD pay covers 51% to 75%
of base pay for 81% (75.1% in 2013)
and 26% to 50% of base pay for 10.3%
(11.9% in 2013).

PTO

42%
41%

Personal days

11%
14%
9%

Sabbatical leave

8%

3-4 weeks

3%

2%

>4 weeks

exempt employees, and 24.5%
(25.9% in 2013) offer 3 weeks or
more to nonexempt employees.
Five years of employment provide exempt employees with 3
weeks of PTO for 18.2% of survey participants, and 19.1% provide nonexempt employees with
3 weeks. Four weeks or more are
provided to exempt employees for
16.4% and to nonexempt employees
for 15.1%. Zero PTO is provided to
exempt employees for 37.9% of our
respondents, and 39.2% provide no
PTO to nonexempt employees.
Ten years of employment bring 4
weeks of PTO to exempt employees
for 18.1% and the same to nonexempt
employees for 18.3% of those who responded to this question in our survey. Five weeks or more are provided
to exempt employees for 24% and to
nonexempt employees for 21.5%.
Fifteen years of service get exempt employees 4 weeks of PTO
for 16.1% and bring nonexempt
employees the same for 15.9%.
Five weeks or more are provided to

• 2013
• 2014

5%
1%
0%

None

13% 14%
<1 week

59%
58%

Other

61% 60%

50

0

Bereavement leave

100%

Annual Paid Sick Leave

25

83%
83%

STD/LTD

• Nonexempt
• Exempt

2.7%
2.0%

None

90%
90%

Sick leave/PTO

61.7%
59.9%

2 weeks

97%
97%

0%

50%

100%

exempt employees for 15.1% and to
nonexempt employees for 14.7%.
Exempt employees with more
than 15 years of service receive 3 to
4 weeks of vacation for 18.4% who
answered this question, and 19%
provide the same for nonexempt employees. Employees who are exempt
receive 5 to 6 weeks of PTO, however, for 24.2%, and nonexempt employees receive the same for 22.5%.

Personal or Small
Necessities Leave

Sometimes called small necessities
leave, personal days are offered by
30% (same as 2013) of our survey
participants, with 65.8% of them
offering 1 to 3 days annually and
18.9% offering 4 to 5 days.

What Are Your Policies
for Bereavement Leave?

Time off for a funeral is provided by
88.2% of survey participants, with 1
to 3 days the rule for 78.1% and 4 to
5 days for 19.6%. Bereavement for a
spouse, child, or parent is available
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for 99% (same as 2013) of those who
offer bereavement leave as a benefit.
Brother and sister are included for
95.9%. Grandparents are included
for 87.2%, and grandchild is included for 78.7%. Stepparent and stepchild are included for 74.5% and
76.6%, respectively.
Bereavement leave for the death
of an employee’s mother-in-law or
father-in-law is available for 79.9%
and 80%, respectively. Leave for the
funeral of a brother- or sister-in-law,
though, is available for 57%. Extended family members are included for
26.1%, and exes (5.3%) and their family members (4.8%) are also available.

any military pay they receive for
16.1% (13.5% in 2013 and 11.5% in
2012) of the participants who responded to this question in our
survey. The difference between full
pay and military pay is available
for 35.4% (35.5% in 2013 and 19%
in 2012), and 3.9% (2.8% in 2013
and 1.5% in 2012) offer partial pay
in addition to employees’ military
pay. No paid military leave is available for 43.7% (40.9% in 2013 and
53% in 2012).

What Do You Pay for Jury Duty?

Of those who offer PTO for jury
duty, 47.2% (45.8% in 2013) offer full
pay less any jury duty pay employees receive from the court system,
and 44.7% (43.6% in 2013) provide
full pay in addition to pay received
from the court.

What Do You Pay
for Military Leave?

Employees on military leave receive their full pay in addition to

Short-term Disability

Paid Personal or
Small Necessities Leave

•4.0% Fewer than 30 days
•10.1% 31-90 days
•45.6% 91-180 days
•40.4% more than 180 days

•30.0% Yes
•67.5% No
•2.5% I don’t know

Who Employees Are Required to Notify
When Requesting FMLA Leave

40

Payroll

5.2%

30
84.3%
5.6%

54.4%

Supervisor
0%

50%
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Employees are required to notify
their supervisor when requesting
sick, vacation, PTO, or personal
leave for 79.1% and their manager for 38.7%, with 15.8% requiring
them to notify HR.

Exempt Employees—PTO Loan?
Partial Day Deductions?

When asked whether they allow
employees to use paid time before
it’s accrued, 64.5% indicate that

PTO Hours Employees Can Carry
Over into the Following Year

•0
•1-40
•41-80
•81-120
•More than 120

20
10
0

32.7%

Manager

Who Gets Notified?

50

4.9%

Higher level in
chain of command

State law requires 23.8% of our survey
respondents to provide PTO for voting, and another 15% provide it even
though it’s not required by their state.
Unpaid time off to vote is offered by
36.7%, and 24.4% require employees
to vote outside their business hours.

Paid Time Off for Voting

Other

Human resources

Do You Give Voting Leave?

100%

• 23.8%
• 15.0%
• 36.7%
• 24.4%

Yes, we’re required to by state law
Yes, even through it’s not required by state law
No, employees may have time off but it’s not paid
No, employees must vote outside business hours
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they do not allow negative accrual
balances. When asked whether they
deduct from exempt employees’
accrued leave to cover partial-day
absences, however, 41.4% of survey participants who answered the
question indicated they do not. For
14.3%, however, the answer was yes,
with the amount of time depending on the situation. Deductions in
half-day increments are made for
22.2%, and 9% deduct in hourly increments. Half-hour deductions are
allowed for 4.9%, and 8.2% deduct
quarter hours.

May Leave Be Rolled Over?

Use it or lose it is the rule of thumb
for 18.7% (18.5% in 2013) and,
though they can’t roll it over, 3.8%
(3.3% in 2013) reimburse employees
for all or part of their unused paid
leave. Rollover of all or a portion
of unused paid leave time from
one year to the next, however, is an
option for 77.5% (70.8% in 2013) of
survey respondents.
For 34.9%, employees can roll
over more than 120 hours of accrued
vacation time, and 11.1% allow 81 to
120 hours to be rolled over. The number of PTO hours that employees are
allowed to roll over are similar, with
29.1% allowing more than 120 hours
and 7.6% allowing rollover of 81 to
120 hours.

Use or Take the Cash?

When asked which types of leave
survey respondents pay out to employees when they leave the company, 63.9% pay for vacation, 11% pay
out sick time, 34.1% pay out any unused PTO, and 7.7% don’t pay cash
for unused paid leave. With some
limitations, 34.7% allow employees
to “cash in” accrued but unused paid
leave at the end of the year, and 9.9%
allow cash-in with no limitation.

Can You Donate Leave?

While 33.4% (up from 29.4% in 2013
and 25% in 2012) of survey participants allow some degree of leave
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sharing or donating, no sharing paid
leave between employees is the rule
for 55.9% (54.7% in 2013 and 56% in
2012) of survey participants. This
issue has never been addressed by
10.8% (13.5% in 2013 and 17% in 2012).

Who Gets Notified About FMLA?

For 84.3% of survey participants
who answered the question, employees are required to notify HR
when requesting FMLA leave and
87.1% also require employees to
notify their supervisor or manager.
When it comes to use of intermittent FMLA leave, however, 73.9%
require notification to HR, and 90%
require employees to notify their
management team. HR is responsible for tracking FMLA at 79.9%,
and supervisors or managers are
responsible at 4%. Using accrued
paid leave when on FMLA leave is
required by 75.1%, and 61.9% require employees to use FMLA leave
concurrent with workers’ compensation when applicable.

What Are the Top Challenges
with Employee Leave?

When asked to indicate their top
challenges regarding employee
leave, scheduling workloads around
employee leave topped the list at
49.8% (47% in 2013). Recordkeeping
and/or tracking leave at 37% (38.9%
in 2013) and abuse of leave at 36.5%
(37.7% in 2013) came in second and
third, respectively. FMLA intermittent leave came in fourth at 33.5%
(33.2% in 2013), and consistent application of leave policies was fifth
at 33.5% (27.1% in 2013).

Participants in This Survey

A total of 3,158 individuals, with
79% at manager level or above, participated in this survey conducted in
September 2014. Of those who identified themselves, 59.7% represent
privately owned for-profit companies, 8.6% are with public entities,
and 23.2% work for government or
nonprofit organizations.

PTO provided with
1 year of service
More

1.3%
2.1%

5 wks.

1.1%
1.7%

• Nonexempt
• Exempt

6.3%
8.1%

4 wks.

15.8%
16.0%

3 wks.

21.2%
20.8%

2 wks.

14.9%
12.9%

1 wk.

39.4%
38.5%

None
0%

25%

50%

Companies with 1 to 250 employees account for 61.8% of survey
participants. Companies with 251
to 500 employees make up 12.6%,
and organizations with 501 to 1,000
comprise 8.6%. Rounding out the
group, companies with more than
1,000 employees account for 16.9%
of survey participants.
Less than 8% of the employers surveyed have a 50% to 100%
unionized workforce. Also, 87.2%
have a workforce that is less than
25% union employees. Less than
25.2% of the respondents have a
workforce of more than 50% exempt
employees.
Over half (56.7%) of the participants are in service industries; 20.5%
are in agriculture, forestry, construction, manufacturing, or mining; 7.3%
are in wholesale, retail, transportation, or warehousing; and 4.1% are
in real estate or utilities.
Note: Not all participants answered all questions in the survey.
Numbers have been rounded to the
nearest percent.
Thanks to all who participated in the
survey!
Reprint: HRD_0215-13
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VARIABLE PAY
SURVEY—WHAT
EMPLOYERS ARE
PROVIDING

B

LR’s 2014 Variable Pay Survey shed some
light onto what companies are providing in
terms of incentives, 401(k)s, commissions,
and other variable pay plans. Some 1,452
employers participated in the recently
completed survey.

Types of Variable Pay

Individual short-term incentives (less than 1 year) are
offered by 57.8% of survey participants who responded
to the question, and 44.6% provide long-term incentives
(1 year or longer) as well. Companywide short-term incentives are an option for 30.6% and long-term variable
pay is offered by 29.2%. When it comes to group/team
short- and long-term incentives, however, the numbers
dip down to 26.4% and 20.8%, respectively.
The most commonly offered variable pay is the 401(k)
match, with an average of 55.1% across all employee
types. Digging into the details, though, reveals that performance bonuses top the list for middle management
employees (58.5%). It’s offered second most, however,
for hourly nonoffice (28.4%), hourly office (35.2%), nonmanagement exempt (47.4%), and senior management
(56.9%) employees.

Objectives

The three most important reasons employers provide
variable pay are to:
• Improve individual performance/productivity,
61.5%;
• Recognize employee contribution to the organization, 59.3%; and
• Improve overall productivity, 44.2%.
Offering variable pay as a means to better manage
compensation costs is an objective for 11.3%, and reducing employee turnover is a goal for 23.1% of survey participants who answered this question.
When asked how important variable pay is for attracting qualified talent, 53.8% indicated that it’s very important for attracting senior management candidates, and
it’s very important for attracting middle management
to 43.8%. It’s important for attracting nonmanagement
exempt employees to 34.6%. It is moderately important
46 HR Decisions | January • February 2015

for attracting hourly office employees to 26.7% and for
recruiting hourly nonoffice employees to 21.2%.
The actual numbers vary a bit but the above pattern,
for the most part, holds true regarding the importance
of variable pay for successfully retaining valued employees. It is very important for keeping senior management on board to 47.6% and for retaining middle
management to 38.2%. It is important for keeping nonmanagement exempt employees on deck to 30.8%. It’s
moderately important for keeping hourly office employees to 20.4% but not important for keeping hourly
nonoffice employees to 21.4%.
Compared to other employers in their labor market,
40.78% indicate their variable is a comparable percentage of total pay. It is a higher percentage, however, for
14% and a lower percentage of total pay for 17%.
Sales commission tops the list of variable pay types that
are “very effective” at motivating employees to achieve
higher levels of performance for 27% of survey participants, followed by performance bonuses (24.2%) and
401(k) matches (19.4%). SARS, piece rates, and gain-sharing plans at 2%, 2.5%, and 2.8%, respectively, landed at the
lowest end of the list of “very effective” motivators.
Topping the list of “not effective” motivators is the
401(k) match for 8.6%, followed by referral bonuses for
8.3% and sign-on bonuses for 6.9% of survey participants.

Plan Payout

More than half (53.5%) of survey participants cap their
401(k) match and 48.5% cap performance bonuses. Referral bonuses are capped by 26.5%, recognition awards
are capped by 24.4%, and sales commissions are capped
by 16.3%.
The frequency with which variable pay plans pay
out to employees varies with the plan. For example,

The results are in for the
2014 Variable Pay Survey.
Highlights:
> Individual short-term incentives (less than 1 year) are offered by
57.8% of survey participants who responded to the question.

> The three most important reasons employers provide variable
pay are to:
• Improve individual performance/productivity, 61.5%;
• Recognize employee contribution to the organization, 59.3%;
and
• Improve overall productivity, 44.2%.
> 53.8% indicated variable pay is very important for attracting
senior management candidates, and it’s very important for
attracting middle management to 43.8%.
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How Your Variable Pay Compares
to Competing Employers
as a % of Total Pay

Basis for Incentive/Bonus Payout

•17.0% It is lower %
•40.8% It is a comparable %
•14.0% It is a higher %
•28.2% I don’t know

•8.5% Fixed amount based on EE level
•27.6% % of base pay by EE level
•22.9% Mix of fixed amount for all EE levels
•6.4% Same fixed amount for all EEs
•5.5% Same % for all EEs
•8.9% Mix of same $ and % of pay for all EEs
•9.1% I don’t know
•11.1% Other

• Short-term (less than 1 year)
• Long-term (1 year or longer)
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57.8%
44.6%

40%

75%

26.4%

30.6%

29.2%

20.8%

Group/team

the 401(k) match is paid weekly for
19.7%, monthly for 18.1%, quarterly
for 3%, semiannually for 0.5%, and
annually for 13.4%. Sales commissions, however, are paid weekly for
3.6%, monthly for 25.6%, quarterly
for 18.6%, semiannually for 3%, and
annually for 6.1%. Performance bonuses are just the reverse, with 49.7%
paid out annually, 4.8% paid semiannually, 11.8% paid quarterly, 8.1%
paid monthly, and 2% paid weekly.
Some level of goal achievement is
required before payout is made for
most variable pay plans. For performance bonuses, 100% of goal achievement is required by 19.2% of survey
participants, 76% to 100% achievement is required by 24.5%, and a goal
achievement of 76% or less is required
before payout is made for 10%.
Incentive/bonus payout is based
on a percent of base pay tied to employee level for 27.6% and to a mixture of fixed amount and percent of
base pay, both tied to employee level, for 22.9%. Payout is a mixture of
the same fixed amount and percent
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43.8%
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20%
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•12% Hourly nonoffice
•16% Hourly office
•28% Nonmgmt. exempt
•42% Middle mgmt.
•62% Senior mgmt.

Importance of Variable Pay to
Successful Recruiting and Retention

Types of Variable Pay Provided
80%

Percent Where “All” in the
Employee Group Understand Their
Variable Pay Program

Company-wide

21.2%
21.4%
Hourly
non-office

of base pay regardless of employee
level for 8.9%.

Funding of Incentives

Our survey looked at four types of
funding for variable pay plans, including discretionary funding, a
percent of payroll, reduced costs,
and/or increased revenue. Performance bonuses (24.3%), referral
bonuses (22.7%), and 401(k) match
(14.6%) are the top three plan types
supported by discretionary funds.
The top three funded by a percent
of payroll are 401(k) match (33.4%),
performance bonus (22.8%), and
sales commission (9.6%).
Understandably, the cost reduction bonus at 5.7% leads the list of
variable pay plans funded by reduced
costs, followed by a performance bonus at 4.7%. Referral bonus and productivity bonus tie for third place at
3.5%. Sales commission (34.2%) tops
the list of plans funded by increased
revenue. Performance bonus (20.1%)
comes in second with productivity
bonus third in that list at 13.4%.

26.7%
30.8%

38.2%

47.6%

26.1%
Hourly
office

Non-mgmt.
exempt

Middle
mgmt.

Senior
mgmt.

Updating

Updating their variable pay plans
is as recent as within the past year
for 42.9% of survey participants and
within the past 2 years for 23.7%.
Their plans were updated within
the past 5 years for 16.7%, and 11%
are working with plans that have
never been updated.

Responsibility

The HR/Compensation department
has primary responsibility for designing and implementing plans for
39.6% of survey participants. Senior
management, however, carries that
responsibility for 51.3%.

Improvements Suggested

Ensuring that all employees have
a clear “line of sight” regarding
effort/performance to payout/
reward is one way that 59.6% of
survey participants believe their
variable pay plan can be improved,
and 54.5% think that ensuring that
performance goals align with corporate and department objectives
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will improve the program. Improving communication and increasing
understanding of the plan and its
objectives are tactics 51.6% could
use to improve their plan. Other improvement methods include:
• Clarifying more precisely what
specific performance will earn the
incentive, 46.1%
• Ensuring performance goals are
more attainable, 31.5%
• Eliminating performance goals
that conflict with each other, 18.5%
• Streamlining implementation and
administration of program(s), 26%
• Increasing the number or frequency of opportunities for employees
to receive payout, 26.3%
• Increasing the number of employees eligible to receive payout,
20.6%
• Other, 4.2%

Bulletin boards or intranet, 19.8%
Employee meetings, 39.8%
Written materials, 49.8%
One-on-one meetings with supervisors, 46.7%
• Other, 7%

Communicating

As a general rule, measuring the
effectiveness of any program is important and variable pay plans are
no exception. Profit/loss metrics are
used by 33.2% of survey participants

Communicating variable pay
plans can be a challenge. Many are
often complicated plans with intricacies that may be difficult to explain to even the most business savvy of employees. For example, only
62.4% of survey participants believe
that all of their senior management
team understand their variable pay
program. All of middle management team members understand
their programs for 42.3%, and all of
non-management exempt employees understand it for 27.9%.

Evaluating Effectiveness

More than one method of communication is used by survey participants to explain variable pay plans
to employees, including:

Use of Discretionary Fund for Variable Pay Programs
14.3%

401(k) match
Equity program
Stock options
SARS
Profit-sharing
Gain-sharing plan
Safety award
Spot bonus
Recognition award
Attendance bonus
Retention bonus
Referral bonus
Sign-on bonus
Project bonus
Cost reduction bonus
Productivity bonus
Quality bonus
Performance bonus
Piece rate
Sales commission

2.7%
4.7%
2.3%
6.5%
1.8%
8.1%
14.6%
19.1%
7.2%
8.2%
22.7%
15.1%
6.9%
3.7%

24.3%
1.0%
7.7%
5%

10%

15%

20%

Surprisingly, 29.9% do not measure the effectiveness of their variable
pay plans.

Who Participated?

A total of 1,452 organizations participated in this survey, which was
conducted in July 2014, though
not all participants answered all
questions. Of those who identified themselves, 64.2% are private,
for-profit organizations; 18.2% are
private, not-for-profit; and 17.6% are
public sector.
Less than 25% of the respondents
have a workforce of more than 50%
exempt employees. Less than 28%
of the employers surveyed have a
50% to 100% unionized, nonexempt
workforce. Also, 47.4% have a nonexempt workforce that is less than
25% union members.
Almost two-thirds (63.3%) of the
participants are in service industries;
24.4% are in agriculture, forestry, construction, manufacturing, or mining;
9.3% are in wholesale, retail, transportation, or warehousing; and 3.1%
are in real estate, utilities, or “other.”
Staff-level employees account
for 13.7% of the survey participants
who self-identified, supervisors or
managers make up 40.6%, director
level account for 25.6%, and 20.1%
are VP level or above.
Note: Not all participants answered all questions in the survey.
Numbers have been rounded to the
nearest percent.

7.9%
5.2%

0%

to ensure their plan achieves its
goals, and 30.1% use organizational
operating metrics. Other measurements include:
• Employee productivity, 28%
• Informal employee opinion, 24.4%
• Formal employee satisfaction survey, 22.5%
• Employee turnover, 21.4%
• Other, 4.3%

25%

Thanks to all employers that participated!
Reprint: HRD_0215-14
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Strategy

Skills for Success

Superstars can be found in every organization. Are you retaining your best talent?
By Stephen D. Bruce, PhD, PHR

Millennials will soon make up the majority
of the U.S. workforce. Make sure you
manage them the right way.
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By Jennifer Carsen, JD

14 Talent Management—It’s Not Just
for Hollywood Anymore

16 Outsourcing: The Promise
and the Pitfalls
Outsourcing has the power to immensely
help—or disastrously hinder—your company’s goals. Make sure you use it wisely.

Cover Story

8 Recruiting 2015:
How to Leverage
Social Media to Find
the Best Candidates
While Saving Time,
Money, and Hassle
While the fundamentals of recruiting remain
timeless—attracting the notice of great
candidates and encouraging them to get in
touch with your organization—there are
now more ways than ever to go about it.
By Jennifer Carsen, JD
Reprint: HRD_0215-2
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Keeping Up

5 Workplace Distractions … Employee

Feedback Critically Important… A Successful Rebrand … Poaching Problems Across
the Pond … A Smart Training Strategy …
The “Pre-Cation” … APA Employee Recognition Survey … An Unusual Retention Plan
… Obvious Solution to Turnover? …
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32 Millennials: Who They Are and
What They Want from Their Work

Reprint: HRD_0215-9

36 Secrets of a Plaintiffs’ Attorney—14 Ways to Make Her Day

By Stephen D. Bruce, PhD, PHR

Being taken to court for an employee claim
can be costly … so don’t help the opposing
attorneys build their case.

Reprint: HRD_0215-4

By Stephen D. Bruce, PhD, PHR

Innovators

20 Transamerica Life’s TIGM Team
Transforms Visa Management

Reprint: HRD_0215-10

HR Professional Profile
39 Rosemarie Milano

A team of workers at Transamerica Life
Insurance Company has saved their organization substantial time and money with a
restructuring of the management of visas
for their many foreign workers.

Senior Director of Human Resources,
Anschutz Entertainment Group (AEG)/
Barclays Center, Brooklyn, New York

By Transamerica Immigration and
Global Mobility Team

Day to Day

Reprint: HRD_0215-5

25 GardaWorld‘s New Compliance
Hub Eliminates Bottlenecks
As an armored transportation company with
armed guards, GardaWorld Cash Management Services is heavily regulated by a number of agencies and legislative requirements.
Now it’s all consolidated and trackable.
By GardaWorld Cash
Management Services

Reprint: HRD_0215-11

40 ‘Hearsay’ in Investigations? It’s
‘Inadmissible,’ Right? Wrong!
Anyone who’s watched a courtroom drama
knows that hearsay evidence is inadmissible, so you can’t consider it when doing
your harassment investigations, right?
By Allison West, JD, SPHR
Reprint: HRD_0215-12
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42 Employee Leave Survey—How Do
You Compare?

Analytics

Results are in for the 2014 Employee Leave
Survey. See how you compare to the
3,158 respondents.

26 HR Analytics—How Your Data Can
Yield Actionable Insights
Some say analytics in HR is a fad. However, it’s
true that HR has easy access to a lot of data
today, and relying on data is considered less
risky than relying on conventional wisdom.

Reprint: HRD_0215-13

46 Variable Pay Survey—What
Employers Are Providing

By Omesh Saraf and Sukiran Maity

1,452 participants told us what they’re
doing with variable pay. See what’s
going on in the real world.

Reprint: HRD_0215-7
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30 Meaningful Compensation
Scorecards—Measure for Effect
Your compensation scorecard can be a
powerful aid, says consultant David Insler.
By Stephen D. Bruce, PhD, PHR
Reprint: HRD_0215-8
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Learn . Network. Succeed.

SAVE THE DATE! APRIL 13-15, 2015
Join your colleagues and other safety professionals in April at BLR’s Safety Summit 2015! You will
learn safety best practices and ultimately — how to be a better safety manager and instill an improved
safety culture at your company. Make the most of your time and effort by learning from others who
have successful safety programs and can share the most effective ways to manage safety in the
workplace. To learn more, visit SafetySummit.BLR.com/hrd or call (800)-727-5257

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
•
•
•
•
•

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

Safety Managers
Corporate Safety
Directors
Consultants
Training and
Development
Specialists
Environmental,
Health, and Safety
Managers

•
•
•
•

Compliance Officers
Risk Managers
Operations
Managers
HR/Personnel
Managers

Tyrone Feeling
“Preparing for an Active Shooter”
Federal Workplace Safety and
Emergency Management Official
Shawn Galloway
“Creating and Sustaining Safety
Culture Excellence”
President and Chief Operating
Officer of ProAct Safety®

SESSIONS
Choose from 2 tracks/20 sessions to get the most
out of each day. Our most popular session topics
include:
•

•
•

Job Hazard
Analysis: Beyond
the Basics with
Mock JHA
Simulations!
OSHA Enforcement
& Trends for 2015
Practical
Strategies for
Reducing Workers’
Compensation
Costs

•

HazCom Standard
Updates: How to
Roll with the GHS
Punches—What
You Need to Know
About the Final
Stretch Ahead
of June 1, 2015
Deadline

CREDITS
Earn recertification points and credits
This conference qualifies for up to 1.0
recertification points and the preconference
workshops for up to 0.5 recertification points
for CSPs, CHSTs, OHSTs, CMP credits for
CHMMs, and may be eligible for CM credits
for CIHs who attend.

Register today at SafetySummit.BLR.com/hrd
27696-HRD

